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ABSTRACT
Combustion control is a matter ofgreat importance to the operation ofcommercial glass
furnaces and other fuel-burning devices. Optimized combustion has both economic and
environmental benefits. However, implementation ofa combustion-optimizing control
system is a challenging task, particularly for multiple-burner furnaces. One ofthe few
possible means of obtaining such control is spectral analysis of the combustion flame
produced by each individual burner.
Typical combustion flames radiate amultitude ofspectral features whose
characteristics depend on the temperature and chemical composition of the flame.
Temperature and composition in tum depend on location within the flame, combustion
mixture stoichiometry, and combustion wave type (premixed detonation, premixed
deflagration, or diffusion). The objective of this thesis is to investigate the spectral
features emitted by a diffusion flame ofmethane and oxygen, and assess the suitability of
those features for the development ofa combustion control and optimization system that
regulates oxygen/fuel ratio over a variety offurnace conditions.
The spectral features of interest that were experimentally detected included: an
emission band from the hydroxyl flame radical (OH) around 310 nm, another band due to
both OH and 02 around 345 nm, the shape ofblackbody spectra (from which a blackbody
temperature can be inferred), the average emission intensity of the flame, and the
1
normalized standard deviation ofemission intensity. Frequency analysis of the
fluctuating flame emission intensity would yield additional useful information, but the
data.sampling rates necessary for adequate frequency analysis were beyond the
capabilities ofthe test equipment. The spectral features that showed the most promise for
flame quality assessment were the band strengths around 310 nm and 345 nm, and the
temperature calculations based on blackbody spectral radiation.
While the feasibility of spectrometer-based control was demonstrated by the quick
response of the spectrometer and meaningful correlations found between spectral features
and burner stoichiometry, it was discovered that the nature of those correlations is
strongly dependent on geometrical factors such as flame size and shape, and spectrometer
viewpoint. A certain degree of spatial resolution in spectroscopy measurements may be
needed to ensure robust and reliable combustion monitoring and control.
2
CHAPTERl
Introduction
L
Optimization ofcombustion in commercial furnaces is a matter ofgreat importance to
both industry and the environment. The successful implementation ~a combustion
optimization scheme would provide both financial and ecologic~nefits. One ofthe
primary factors that influences both efficiency and pollutant formation ofa combustion
system is the relative proportion of the combustible and oxidant, typically expressed as
the air/fuel (or oxygen/fuel in oxyfuel burning glass furnace applications) ratio. The
proper balance offuel and air (or oxygen) is necessary to optimize combustion. If the
combustion mixture is fuel-rich, efficiency will be low and flue gases will contain high
levels ofpollutants such as carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons. If the
combustion mixture is fuel~lean, the burned gas will have high excess air levels and both
performance and efficiency ofthe combustion system will suffer due to increased stack
losses. Additionally, nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions increase under air- or oxygen-rich
conditions. As environmental regulations become increasingly strict, the need for a
feasible and reliable method of combustion monitoring and control becomes increasingly
apparent.
Aside from the environmental benefits of improved combustion control, there are
substantial cost saving benefits as well. Efficient combustion saves fuel. A typical glass
furnace that produces an output of200 tons of glass per day consumes about $2.4 million
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of fuel annually. A 5 percent improvement in efficiency would save well over $100,000
per year in fuel cost alone. Fuel savings are not the only financial benefits of a
combustion monitoring system. Other benefits include improved reliability, less frequent
maintenance, and longer service life of combustion-related subassemblies. Poor control
ofoxygen/fuel ratio can lead to excessive carbon buildup on the burners and other
furnace components and low product quality (nonhomogeneous melting and/or bubbles in
the glass). Proper furnace control is also necessary to maximize furnace life, as furnace
temperatures and production ofalkali vapors have a dramatic effect on the rate at which
refractory corrosion occurs. A real-time combustion monitoring system can detect small
problems quickly so that corrective action can be taken immediately before the problem
grows in magnitude and scope. Fixing a small problem before it becomes a large one
saves time, effort, and cost in performing the repair, and also minimizes the costly down
time needed to perform the repair. Most commercial glass furnaces run 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, so that any down time means an inevitable drop in production rate. In
addition, optimal furnace conditions are needed to achieve the best compromise between
product quality and production rate. Combustion monitoring also serves as a diagnostic
system that indicates when maintenance is necessary. An optimized maintenance
schedule also reduces costs and down time.
Yet another benefit of a combustion monitoring system is that it would also serve
as a tremendous safety-enhancing device. Many glass furnaces are not equipped with
flame scanning devices. For such furnaces, a fuel leak or malfunctioning burner poses an
extreme hazard, as it may result in an uncontrolled explosion inside or, worse yet, outside
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the furnace. By continuously monitoring the oxygen/fuel ratio of the mixture, as fired, at
each burner, a malfunction or fuellecik can be detected immedhitely.
Despite these enormous benefits, there are also considerable difficulties
associated with implementation ofa combustion control system which maintains the
proper burner stoichiometry. One ofthe greatest difficulties is devising a system that can
monitor a multiple-burner system. Typical commercial furnaces have multiple flames
burning simultaneously in one combustion chamber. Without a combustion monitoring
system capable of optimizing all of the burners individually, there will be variation of
oxygen/fuel ratio among the individual burners. According to Allen et al. [1], the local
combustion stoichiometry at individual burners may differ by 15 to 20 percent. In order
to meet pollution regulations, the overall air/fuel ratio often must be set to an inefficiently
low value to ensure that no individual burner is operating with a pollutant forming fuel
rich mixture. Optimal combustion ofthe overall system also requires that each individual
burner be working at peak efficiency. Conventional methods such as flue gas sampling at
the stack can identify the existence ofcombustion problems, but are not helpful in
localizing the source of the problem; only after a lengthy, costly, and labor intensive
inspection can the problem be identified and remedied.
Individual burner monitoring is not a trivial task. The analysis of any particular
burner should be independent of the operating characteristics of all the other burners in
the furnace. To accompUsh this, local measurements must be made at the flame of each
individual burner. Flame analysis, however, poses several challenges by itself. The high
temperature environment surrounding the flame renders most conventional types of
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instrumentation useless. Not only must the instrumentation be able to withstand high
temperature and radiation, it must do so reliably for extended periods oftime. In addition,
a combustion flame is a highly turbulent and rapidly changing process. Suitable
instrumentation must be able to keep up with the high frequency fluctuations and rapidly
changing conditions inside a chemically reacting turbulent flow. Optical flame analysis
offers a practical method of investigating the properties ofa flame. There are two basic
approaches to optical flame analysis: flame image analysis and flame spectroscopy.
Image analysis deals with the overall size, shape, color, and general appearance ofthe
flame. Flame spectroscopy is concerned with the characteristics of the electromagnetic
energy emitted by the flame. Flame spectroscopy is useful for inferring the chemical
composition ofthe flame as well as its temperature and radiation intensity. It is the flame
spectroscopy approach that is the subject ofthis work. This thesis reports work performed
to investigate the applicability ofspectral analysis to flame quality assessment and
enhanced combustion control.
The following seven chapters will describe the fundamental nature of spectral
analysis and its application to typical glass furnace combustion flames. A review of other
work done in this area will be presented, followed by a discussion of the facilities,
procedures, results, and conclusions ofour own flame spectroscopy experiments.
6
CHAPTER 2
Basic Principles of Spectroscopy
In order to understand flame spectroscopy, or any other type of spectral analysis, it is
.important to understand the physical processes by which matter absorbs and emits energy
at the molecular level. Absorption and emission are the phenomena on which spectral
analysis is based. Absorption and emissive properties ofa particular molecular species
vary with factors such as temperature and pressure. Furthermore, different species have
different absorption and emissive characteristics that contribute to a mixture's overall
electromagnetic spectrum ofradiant energy. Thus, spectral analysis is a useful method for
investigating thermodynamic properties such as temperature and pressure as well as the
composition of a mixture. The former can, in most engineering applications, be measured
by conventional instruments such as thermometers and pressure gauges, but, as noted in
the Introduction Section, a furnace is an exception in this regard because ofthe harsh
conditions inside. The latter, however, is often difficult or impractical to accurately
measure without the aid ofa spectrometer, especially for mixtures whose chemical
composition is rapidly changing, as is the case in a combustion flame.
The process of absorption and emission can be described as the exchange of
energy between radiant and molecular forms. Radiant energy exists in quantum bits
known as photons that travel at the speed of light. The energy ofa photon is described by
7
he
Ephoton =hv =T
where h is the Planck constant (h = 6.6263xlO-34 Ies).
Eqn.2-1
Molecular energy is simply the sum ofrotational, vibrational, electrical, and
translational energies:
Eqn.2-2
A molecule can absorb a photon at certain wavelengths, resulting in an increase of
molecular energy by the amount given in·Equation 2-1, and a molecule can emit a photon
at certain wavelengths, resulting in a decrease in molecular energy. It is important to note
that absorption and emission are "all-or-nothing" processes; a photon cannot give a
fraction of its energy to an absorbing molecule. It must either exist with the entire energy
given by Equation 2-1 or notexist at all. Likewise, a molecule must emit an entire photon
(or a whole number ofphotons), not a fraction ofone.
A molecule that absorbs a photon becomes elevated to a higher energy state.·After
that, it drops back down to its ground state after emitting a photon, exchanging energy
with other molecules through collisions, or a combination of the two. The emission and
absorption properties ofa molecule, and the probable duration at which it will remain in
an excited state, are related to its Einstein coefficients (Anm, Bnm, and Bmn). Let n be an
upper state and m be a lower state. Anm is the coefficient for spontaneous emission,
defined as the probability ofa transition from state n to mper unit time. Bnm is the
coefficient for induced emission, defined as the probability ofa transition from state n to
m, per unit time, per unit radiant energy density, per unit frequency interval. Bmn is the
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coefficient for absorption, defined as the probability ofa transition from state m to n, per
unit time, per imit radiant energy density, per unit frequency interval. It is shown by
McCartney [22] that the Einstein coefficients are related by
Eqn.2-3
Eqn.2-4
where g represents the statistical weight ofan energy level. Anm can be viewed as the
inverse of the time constant for the decay rate ofexcited molecules from state n to m, .
provided m is the ground (lowest) state. The derivation ofEquation 2-4 makes use of
Boltzmann's Law, which describes how molecules are distributed over the total range of
energies for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium. Ifa molecular population has a
higher and lower energy state, corresponding to energies E2 and Et, respectively, then the
number of molecules in each state is governed by
Eqn.2-5
where Equation 2-1 has been employed to derive the laSt term.
Similarly to how photons must exist in discrete numbers over radiant energy
transfers, quantum theory dictates that molecular energy transfers must take place over a
discrete energy domain. Only certain particular modes of rotation, vibration, and
electrical states are possible. The possible modes of rotational, vibrational, and electronic
molecular states are dictated by the Schroedinger wave equation:
Eqn.2-6
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In this equation, 'Pis thewave function ofa particle (which is generally a complex
number) and Ep is the potential energy ofthe particle. For the case of one-dimensional
waves, separation ofvariables can be used by assuming 'P(x,t) = ",(x)~(t). Substitution
yields
Eqn.2-7
which is in the form of an eigenvalue problem. One of the central principles of quantum
theory is that ofuncertainty, which states that certain pairs ofvalues, like position paired
with momentum and energy paired with time, cannot both be determined precisely at any
given instant. Thus, the best that can be done is to determine the probability ofa value
being within a certain range. The value of",2(x) is a probability density function that,
when properly normalized, gives the probability per unit length offinding the particle in
the vicinity of any location x. The probability of finding the particle between x and x+dx
is equal to the product ",2(x)dx.
Since the left side ofEquation 2-7 is "a function ofx only and the right side is a
function oft only, any solution(s) must be equal to discrete constant(s) known as
eigenvalue(s). Denoting the eigenvalues by Eeig, Equation 2-7 can be separated into:
h d~
-2'-d + Eeig~ =0m t
Eqn.2-8
Eqn.2-9
Depending on the potential energy function (Ep) of the particle, Equation 2-8 has
solutions (eigenfunctions) only for certain discrete eigenvalues (Eeig), each ofwhich
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represents an "allowable" energy level ofthe particle. A more thorough treatment ofthe
Schroedinger wave equation and the uncertainty principleis given byMcCartney [22]
When considering the rotational and vibrational characteristics ofa molecule, it is
useful to employ the analogy of treating a molecule as a system ofpoint masses
connected by linear springs, where the masses represent the atoms of the molecule and
the springs represent the molecular bonds between the atoms. It is important to note that
this analogy, while useful for conceptual purposes, is not exact, and allowances must be
made for differences between actual molecular behavior and that of the simplified model.
Molecular rotation is caused by the influence of an electromagnetic field on the
positive and negative charges ofa molecule. Radiative transitions require that the
molecule have an electric or magnetic dipole moment. However, electric dipole moments
are stronger than magnetic ones (typically by about five orders ofmagnitude), so electric
moments are ofprimary concern. In order to have an electric dipole moment, a molecule
must have an asymmetric charge distribution. Thus, symmetric molecules such as N2, 02,
and C02 do not exhibit pure rotation bands in their spectra. However, certain vibrational
modes can induce an oscillating dipole moment resulting in vibration-rotation spectral
bands, which will be discussed later.
For the case ofmolecular rotation, it is a good approximation to treat the
molecular bonds (springs in the analogy) as infinitely rigid, abating their ability to store
potential energy down to zero. Solutions of the Schroedinger wave equation for the case
ofEp = 0 are presented by Pauling [27] and Sommerfeld [30], and the main result is
1m = 2: ~J(J+ 1)
11
Eqn.2-10
The allowable rotational energy values are
Eqn.2-11
In the above equations, J is the quantum number for rotation which may only have integer
values greater than or equal to zero.
Pure rotational transitions are associated with smaller energy changes than
vibrational and electrical transitions. From Equation 2-1 it is expected that rotation bands
should be associated with lower frequencies and higher wavelengths than vibration bands
and electrical bands. For this rea~on, pure rotational spectra are found only in the extreme
infrared and microwave regions. However, vibrational transitions are almost always
accompanied by rotational transitions, producing a group ofrotational spectral lines
centered on the frequency of the vibration line. Due to the higher energy associated with
vibrational transitions, vibration-rotation bands occur at higher frequencies and lower
wavelengths (typically in the infrared region below 20 J.lm) than pure rotation bands.
Vibrational motion ofa molecule is caused by stretching and contraction ofthe
bonds that hold a molecule together. A single molecule may have numerous different
modes ofvibration depending on its shape and number ofatoms. The modes ofvibration
for various simple molecules are shown in Figure 2-1. If the molecular bonds are treated
as linear springs with spring constant k, and natural length ro, the potential energy
function is:
1 ( )2 1 2E =-kr-r. =-/oc
p 2 0 2
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Eqn.2-12
Diatomic structures
~?:<-V-
Triatomic structures
v,
Symmetric
V2
Bending V3
Antisymmetric
-o>-<~~-.,..
Figure 2-1. Atomic configuration and vibrational modes of diatomic, linear triatomic,
and bent triatomic molecules.
Source: McCartney [22].
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Solutions ofthe Schroedinger equation with this potential energy function are presented
in Pauling [27], Beiser [3], and Eisberg [10]. The eigenvalues dictate'that the allowable
energy levels must follow
Eqn.2-13
where v is the quantum number for vibration. Similarly to the quantum number for
rotation, v can only assume integer values greater than or equal to zero. Ifa molecule has
multiple modes ofvibration then the energy of each mode must be accounted for.
EVib =(VI + ~)hVI +(V2+ ~)hV2 +(V3+ ~)hV3+'" Eqn.2-14
If the molecular bonds are treated as perfect linear springs, then the molecular
model predicts an infinite number of allowable vibrational energy levels. However, this is
not the case for an actual molecule. As mentioned earlier, the analogy is not exact.
Molecular bonds are only well approximated by linear springs if the amplitude of
vibration is small. The "spring rate" increases if the internuclear distance is less than ro
and decreases if the internuclear distance is larger. If the distance becomes too large then
the molecule will dissociate. Figure 2-2 shows a graphical comparison between actual
vibration energy modes, which lie on the Morse curve, and those predicted by linear
springs, which lie on a parabolic approximation. From Figure 2-2 it is clear that the linear
spring model is good for v = 0, fairly good for v = 1, but not good for v> 1.
Electronic energy transitions involve much higher energy changes than
vibrational or rotational transitions. Thus, we expect electronic spectral bands to be found
at higher frequencies and lower wavelengths than vibrational and rotational bands.
14
4 Dissociation level
-- 1211
I-----------~",., 10
Internuclear distance r 11 0-8 em")
2.5
9
Morse function
2.01.5
T-__ Parabolic approximation at
low-energy levels
°l--ro~ 1.0
'I 3E
u
".
0
~
>-
E'
.,
2l:
.,
Cii
".,l:
.,
...
0
a..
Figure 2-2. Morse curve and parabolic (constant spring rate) approximation of
"vibrational energy for the H2 molecule in its electronic ground state.
Source: McCartney [22], adapted from Herzberg (1961). Molecular Spectra and
Molecular Structure, Vol. L Spectra ofDiatomic Molecules. Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company. "
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However, just as vibrational transitions are usually accompanied by lower energy
rotational transitions, electronic transitions are usually accompanied by lower energy
vibrational arid rotational transitions.
Q
Similarly to how molecules have only certain allowable rotation and vibration
modes, each with a discrete energy level associated with it, the electrons that sUrround
and bond together the nuclei of a molecule have certain allowable wave-like
configurations called orbitals. The allowable orbital configurations are also governed by
the Schroedinger wave equation. Herzberg [17] offers a briefdiscussion of the
applications ofthe Schroedinger equation to electron orbitals. If two atoms are brought
sufficiently close together that their outermost orbitals meet, then the orbitals may
combine into one orbital that encompasses both nuclei. This electron sharing is what
creates a molecular bond. Low energy level orbitals are closer to the nuclei ofthe
molecules and form a stronger bond while higher energy level orbitals are further from
the nuclei and form a weaker bond. Electrons in the outermost orbitals (called valence
electrons) are most likely to form bonds with other atoms because less energy is needed
to alter those orbitals to encompass two nuclei.
The relationship between electron orbitals and molecular bonds explains how
different electronic states affect vibrational and rotational modes. In comparison to a
molecule in its electronic ground state, an electronically excited molecule has weaker
bond strength and a therefore a greater equilibrium internuclear distance. The greater
internuclear distance means the molecule will have greater moment of inertia. From
Equation 2-11 it is clear that increased moment of inertia results in a decrease in the
16
difference between one rotational energy level and the next. Therefore, the roataional
spectral bands will be more closely spaced for an electronically excited molecule.
Vibrational modes are also affected by the weaker and longer bond ofan electronically
excited molecule. The weaker bond means that there are fewer vibrational modes
available to the molecule before it dissociates. Additionally, because of the lower "spring
rate" the frequency ofvibration is lower. Equation 2-13 implies that vibrational energies
are more closely spaced for an electronically excited molecule just as the rotational
energies are.
An important factor in the electronic states ofa molecule is the angular
momentum due to the orbitalmotions ofthe electrons. The orbital angular momentum is
divided into two parts: that of the orbital path itself, and that due to the spin ofthe
electrons. These two sources of angular momentum are independent of each other and,
hence, a separate quantum number is assigned to each. Orbital angular momentum is
described by the quantum number L and spin angular momentum is described by the
quantum number S. The magnitude ofthe orbital angular momentum vector is
h .Iii = 21r ~"""""'L(L-+----,-I) Eqn.2-15
where L may assume only integer values greater than or equal to zero. For a diatomic
molecule, the component ofthis vector that lies on the internuclear axis is ofprimary
interest, and is represented by the quantum number A.
IAI=~A21r
17
Eqn.2-16
In the above equation, Amay assume the integer values from zero up to 1. Similarly, the
magnitude ofelectron spin momentum is given by
lsi = !!...~s(s + 1)21C
and the axial component is:
Eqn.2-17
Eqn.2-18
However, in this case S takes one of the values ~, 1, 1~, ... and L takes on integer values
from -S to S. From Equations 2-16 and 2-18 it is clear that a convenient way of
representing the total electronic angular momentum about the internuclear axis is with a
new quantum number defined by:
Q=A+L Eqn.2-19
This situation is represented graphically in Figure 2-3. In order to fully describe an
electronic state, it is also necessary to specify the symmetry properties ofthe orbital
eigenfunction. For a diatomic or linear triatomic molecule, a plane that contains the
internuclear axis is an axis ofsymmetry. The eigenfunction must either change sign or
remain unchanged in sign whenreflected across any such plane. This symmetry property
is designated by + for a symmetric eigenfunction or - for an anti-symmetric
eigenfunction. Similarly, for a homonuclear diatomic molecule such as O2, a plane
normal to the internuclear axis and located at the midpoint is a plane ofsymmetry, and
the eigenfunctions must be either even or odd with respect to that plane, designated by g
or u, respectively.
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Figure 2-3. Projections of orbital and spin angular momenta on the internuclear axis of a
diatomic molecule. -
Source: McCartney [22].
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The quantum numbers A and 8, along with the symmetry properties of the
eigenfunction describe the electronic state. An example ofan electronic state designation
is 3n;. The uppercase greek character is called the term symbol. The.val~e ofA
determines which term symbol is used. The superscript to the left of the term symbol is
equal to 28+1, which is always an integer for allowable values of8. The right superscript
and (if applicable) the subscript are given the values +/- and glu to describe the symmetry
properties ofthe eigenfunction. The symbolism and terminology used to describe
electronic states is summarized in Table 2-1.
Transitions between different electronic states are governed by various selection
rules that dictate which transitions are allowable and which are forbidden. The word
"forbidden" is misleading; perhaps "unlikely" would be more appropriate, as the
selection rules are not absolute. Violations of selection rules typically produce weak band
systems. 80me of the more important selection rules include: g~ u is allowed, but g~
g and u~ u are forbidden. Also, the change in A should be -1,0, or 1. Otherwise, the
transition is forbidden. In addition, electronic transitions that involve changes in the
quantum number 8 for spin are forbidden as well.
One last consideration regarding the theory ofabsorption and emission spectra is
the shape of the band systems themselves. Thus far only the factors influencing the
locations of the spectral lines have been considered. The significant parameters are the
width (or shape) of the line and the height (or str.ength) of the line.
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Term Symbol Designation
Quantum Number A
o
1
2
Term Symbol
L
n
f).
Designation of MultiplicitY (2S+1)
Quantum Number S Designation
o Single
~ Doublet
1 Triplet
1~ Quartet
2 Quintet
','
Table 2-1. Notation for describing electronic quantities and states.
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In discussing the shape ofa line it is convenient to define the spectral emission
coefficient, j(v), as the energy radiated per unit time, per unit frequency interval, perunit
mass of gas, per unit solid angle. The total line strength S is then given by:
s= [)(v)dv Eqn.2-20
The actual shape ofa spectral line can be approximated by three governing factors:
natural shape and width, Doppler broadening, and collision broadening.
Natural shape is well conceptualized by returning again to the analogy of a spring
and mass system. Equation 2-9 suggests an exponential decay in time, similar to the
motion ofa damped oscillator. Therefore, it can be assumed that the energy of the system
will be of the form
Eqn.2-21
where y is the inverse ofthe damping time constant. It is shown by Garbuny [12] that y
varies as I/'A? A Fourier analysis ofthe oscillation, as done by Stone [31], gives the band
shape
Eqn.2-22
where Vo is the undamped natural frequency. A useful parameter is the half-width an
which specifies where j(v) drops to half its maximum value, as shown in Figure 2-4,
either in terms of frequency or wavelength. In terms ofwavelength, the distribution of
Equation 2-22 yeilds
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Figure 2-4. Spectral line shape produced by (a) Doppler broadening and (b) collisional
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Source: McCartney [22], adapted from Levi (1968). Applied Optics: A Guide to Modern
Optical System Des!gn. John Wiley & Sons.
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,Fy
a = l\,i. =_0_
nA. 47Z'c
-Since y varies as 1/').?, the value of UnA. is the same for all wavelengths.
Eqn.2-23
Doppler broadening, also known as temperature broadening, is a result of
frequency shift due to the velocity ofthe molecules themselves. The apparent frequency
observed along the x axis from a fixed point of a molecule in motion is given by
Eqn.2-24
where Vo would be the frequency observed ifthe molecule were at rest. The Maxwell
distribution ofmolecular velocities, based on a probability analysis, is
Eqn.2-25
. Combining Equations 2-24 and 2-25 gives the spectral emission coefficient for Doppler
broadening
C r;;;- ( mc2 ( )2)j(v) =S~vz;;r exp - 2KTv; v - Vo dv
The halfwidth for Doppler broadening is
Eqn.2-26
Eqn; 2-27
The reason why Doppler broadening is also known as temperature broadening is seen in
the temperature dependence in Equation 2-27. Since temperature is an indication of the
average kinetic energy of gas molecules, the fact that aDA. is proportional to the square
root of absolute temperature makes sense.
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Collision broadening, also known as pressure broadening, has to do with the
effect of elastic collisions between molecules on radiative energy transfers. As indicated
by the damped oscillation model used to explain natural width, a radiative transition
occurs over a short but finite·amount oftime.· If a molecular collision occurs while a
radiative process is taking place, the collision disturbs the radiative transition in such a
way as to broaden the bandwidth of the radiated energy. The extent ofthis broadening
effect is determined by the frequency ofmolecular collisions, which depends on both
temperature and pressure. From the kinetic theory of gases it can be shown that the mean
free time tcoll between collisions is:
1 ~mKT
Tcoll= 4d 2P-1f- Eqn.2-28
A Fourier analysis of the wavetrains altered by collisions yields the band shape
for which the frequency half-width is:
1
aL=Av=--
v 41fTcoil
Eqn.2-29
Eqn.2-30
While Equations 2-27, 2-28, and 2-30 appear to be promising ways ofdetermining
temperature and pressure, it is difficult to measure a.m.. and a.LA. independently and the
effects ofboth Doppler and collision broadening occurring simultaneously are rather
complicated. Furthermore, it is difficult, from a practical point ofview, to accurately
measure half-widths as they are very small. Typical half-widths for natural, Doppler, and
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collision broadening are anA. =6xlO-6nm, aDA. =5xlO-3nm, and aLA. =4xl0-2nm. Clearly,
the natural halfwidth is too narrow to be measured experimentally. The Doppler and
collision half-widths can be measured by a high resolution spectrometer, but it would be
very difficult to measure them with sufficient accuracy for use in Equations 2-27, 2-28,
and 2-30. Even if the halfwidth were measured very accurately, it is important to
emphasize that the above equations are based on an approximate model. A molecule is
not actually a hard elastic sphere of definite diameter as was assumed for collision
broadening. Also, collisions between like molecules produce greater broadening than
collisions between unlike molecules. The existence ofdifferent isotopes ofthe same
molecule further complicates matters. A comprehensive discussion ofactual line
broadening effects is given by Goody [14] and Burch [8]. Mavrodineanu [21] offers a
concise but informative description ofbroadening affects. Various functions have been
devised to approximate the overall broadening affect, an example ofwhich is the Voigt
function shown in Figure 2-5. The actual shape ofband distribution can be correlated
with temperature and pressure for specific band systems, but there is no simple
mathematical formula that accurately and universally relates the shape ofband
distribution to temperature and pressure.
An important rule that describes the overall shape of an electronic-vibrational
band is the Franck-Condon principle. This principle is based on the fact that electronic
transitions occur over a very short duration of time (about 10-16 seconds), which is much
shorter than a typical period ofvibration for the molecule (about 10-14 seconds). What
this means is that the internuclear distance changes very little during the electronic
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.Figure 2-5. Doppler, Lorentz, and Voigt profiles corresponding to temperature and
pressure at an altitude of30 lan, for infrared lines centered at (a) 1587 cm-1 (water vapor),
(b) 1043 cm-1 (ozone), and (c) 667 cm-I (carbon dioxide).
Source: McCartney [22], adapted from Kuhn and London (1969). "Infrared radiative
cooling in the middle atmosphere." J. Atmos. Sci. 26, p189.
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transition. Therefore, the most probable vibrational transition to accompany an electronic
transition is the transition that requires the least change in internuclear distance. .
The strength ofa line is influenced primarily by factors such as the Einstein
coefficients and gas concentrations. The total power at frequency v per unit frequency
interval emitted by Nn particles at the nth energy level residing in a unit volume ofgas is
Eqn.2-31
where the effects of self-absorption are ignored. Similarly, the total power absorbed at
frequency v per unit frequency per unit volume is given by
Eqn.2-32
in which w(v) is the radiant energy density at wavelength v, which is related to the
irradiance by
E=cw(v) Eqn.2-33
Because <Dab represents the change in irradiance per unit length, Equation 2-32 can be
rewritten as
Eqn.2-34
which can be integrated (holding wavelength constant) to give
Eqn.2-35
If the concentration of the absorbing gas, Nm, and the Einstein coefficient, Bmn, are
constant then the irradiance as a function of distance is a simple exponential decay:
Eqn.2-36
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Equations 2-35 and 2-36 have a practical usefulness. They account for the spectral loss
between the location of interest where the irradiance Eo originates and the point of
irradiance measurement.
In summary of this chapter, transitions between molecular and radiative energy
are responsible for the emission and absorption ofmolecules. The discrete range of
energy levels available to molecules is dictated by their rotational, vibrational, and
electronic quantum numbers, and those available energy levels determine the frequencies
(and wavelengths) at which a given molecule will emit and absorb photons. Electronic
transitions involve the greatest energy and therefore emit at low wavelengths, while
rotational transitions involve the lowest energy and therefore emit at longer wavelengths.
The shape of emission and absorption bands vary with temperature and pressure, but they
do so in a rather complicated manner. Lastly, the strength ofa measured spectral line is
influenced by factors such as the Franck-Condon principle, the Einstein coefficients, and
the extent of absorption between its point of origin and the point ofmeasurement.
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CHAPTER 3
Combustion Chemistry
The basic principles of absorption and emission from molecular species were outlined in
Chapter 2. The allowable energy levels ofa molecule, and hence the absorption and
emissive properties of that molecule, depend on factors such as the charge distribution,
number and type of atoms, and the molecular bond configurations. Different molecular
species exhibit different radiative characteristics. Therefore, proper interpretation of the
spectrum produced by a combustion flame requires an understanding ofthe chemistry of
combustion. Combustion is merely an exothermal chemical reaction between a fuel and
an oxidizer. The fuel is usually a hydrocarbon molecule (often of the form CnH2n+2),
though other compounds, such as alcohols, are possible. During a combustion process,
the chemical energy stored in the molecular bonds of the fuel is released. This released
energy heats the system, and also excites the reacting molecules. The excited molecules
then release their energy either through collisions with other molecules or by emitting
photons as described in Chapter 2.
As a simple example, the combustion ofmethane and oxygen will be considered
here, but the discussion extends to other fuels and oxidation environments as well. The
combustion ofmethane follows the chemical formula
Eqn.3-1
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Equation 3-1 is a convenient way ofdescribing the overall process ofmethane
combustion: one mole ofmethane reacts with two moles of oxygen to produce two moles'
ofwater and one mole of carbon dioxide. However, Equation3-1 is misleading in many
respects. The chemical formula given in Equation 3-1 vastly oversimplifies the actual
combustion process. For one thing, the arrow implies that all of the reactants are
completely converted to products during the process. This is nearly true, but all chemical
reactions are actually govemedby chemical kinetics and limited by chemical equilibrium.
The reaction shown in Equation 3-1 occurs, but at the same time the reverse reaction
occurs, producing methane and oxygen from water and carbon dioxide. Even after
chemical equilibrium is achieved, the forward and reverse reactions continue to occur,
but are balanced (the rate at which methane is consumed by the forward reaction is
exactly equal to the rate at which it is produced by the re~erse reaction). Thus, even at
equilibrium conditions there will still be some methane and oxygen remaining. The.
relative amounts of each participant in the reaction, once equilibrium is attained; are
related by functional relationships expressed in terms ofequilibrium constants, Kc:
[H20]2[C02]
Kc = [CH4][02]2
Eqn.3-2
where the square brackets indicate the equilibrium concentrations ofeach ofthe species.
At room temperature (298 K), the equilibrium constant for the reaction given in Equation
3-1 has the value 2.3xlO14o.Clearlythere is very little reactant remaining once
equilibrium is reached. However, the equilibrium constant depends on factors such as
temperature and pressure. The high temperatures resulting from combustion can
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drastically alter the equilibrium concentrations ofthe species present. For a system at
constant pressure, equilibrium can also beinterpreted as the state atwhich thereacting
mixture has the lowest possible value ofthe Gibbs free energy.
Eqn.3-3
In this equation N is the number of species and aj are the species coefficients (by
convention, species appearing as reactants have negative aj). The methane combustion
example would have at = -1, a2 = -2, a3 = 2, and ~ = 1. Kp is the equilibrium constant
based on partial pressures, which is related to Kc by
Eqn.3-4
In the case ofmethane combustion,Laj =0, so Kc= Kp, but that is not the case for all
combustion reactions. The function IDj(T) is related to the Gibbs free energy by
Eqn.3-5
and the value of IDj(T) is computed from
Eqn.3-6
Equations 3-3 and 3-5 are derived by Strehlow [32]. Various computer codes are
available that use the above equations to compute equilibrium conditions for complex
systems that involve multiple chemical reactions occurring simultaneously. Equations 3-3
and 3-6 clearly show the strong dependence ofequilibrium species concentrations on
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temperature. If the equilibrium constant ofEquation 3-1 is reevaluated at 1500 K, the
result is Kc =7.2xl027, which is still a very large number, butvastly smaller than the.
value at 298 K. A graphical representation ofthe effect that temperature has on
equilibrium concentrations is shown in Figure 3-1, in which the equilibrium dissociation
fractions ofvarious species are plotted against temperature. The reactions indicated on
the figure are of great significance to the overall combustion process as. will be discussed
later.
Another important consideration regarding the chemistry of combustion is the rate.
ofreaction. The chemical equilibrium state is not achieved instantaneously. Within a
furnace, the finite rate ofreactions and the time scale the combustion process may
prevent chemical equilibrium from being reached. Reaction rates are proportional to the
species concentrations, with proportionality factor k. Therefore, in the methane
combustion example, the forward rate is
Eqn.3-7
and the reverse rate is
Eqn.3-8
At chemical equilibrium, the total methane concentration is constant, thus:
( d[CH4]) (d[CH4]) . 2 20= dt + dt =-kACH4][02] +kr [H20] [C02] Eqn. 3-9
forward reverse
from which it follows that
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Figure 3-1. The temperature dependence of equilibrium dissociated fraction for various
molecular species.
Source: Mavrodineanu [21].
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Eqn.3-10
However, it is important to note that only the ratio of rate constants is related to the
equilibrium constant, not the rate constants themselves. A high equilibrium constant may
indicate that a reaction will go nearly to completion, but that does not guarantee that it
will do so quickly. From Equation 3-10 it is clear that ifthe equilibrium constant varies
with temperature, so too must the rate constants. Typically, rate constants are well
approximated by an equation commonly known as the Arrhenius relationship:
_ Eo
k = Ae RT Eqn.3-11
in which A has only a weak dependence on temperature. Sometimes A is related to
temperature by
Eqn.3-12
where B and a. are constants. The temperature in the denominator of the negative
exponential term in Equation 3-11 indicates that reaction rates generally become faster at
higher temperatures (sometimes dramatically so). Because combustion is an exothermic
reaction, once a mixture has high enough temperature to start reacting, the heat released
by the reaction warms the mixture, which increases the reaction rate, which burns more
fuel, further warming the mixture, and the process becomes self-sustained. This self-
induced acceleration of the reaction is known as thermal runaway.
Another erroneous interpretation ofEquation 3-1 is to infer that one molecule of
methane reacts with two molecules of oxygen to produce two water molecules and one
carbon dioxide molecule. Overall, that is the net effect, but the actual means by which
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methane and oxygen molecules become water and carbon dioxide is a multiple step
process with many intermediate states. A typical set of reaction·steps that contribute to
the overall reaction given in Equation 3-1 are listed in Table 3-1, along with the
corresponding rate constants used in Equations 3-11 and 3-12. Many of the intermediate
reaction steps involve short-lived radical species such as 0, H, OH, CH, and CHO. While
these species do not appear in the overall reaction equation given in Equation 3-1, their
involvement in transforming the reactants into products is apparent. The combustion of
larger molecules such as isooctane (CsH1s) and cetane (C16H34) involve even more
intermediate reactions, all occurring simultaneously at different rates. Furthermore,
combustion in air (as is usually done in practice) introduces molecular N2, and all of the
radicals associated with it, such as N, CN, and NO, are formed and consumed by
additional intermediate reactions that are not listed in Table 3-1. A thorough treatment of
detailed combustion paths, reaction mechanisms, and temperature-dependent rates for a
wide variety ofhydrocarbon systems is given by Huc1mall [18].
In order to make sense ofall of the reactions occurring simultaneously, it is
helpful to focus on the more important reactions (those that predominate) and arrange
them into four categories: 1) fuel consumption, 2) water-gas shift, 3) recombination, and
4) oxygen consumption and radical production. The individual and overall contributions
of these steps are outlined in Table 3-2. The progress ofthese four reaction regimes
within a combustion wave is indicated schematically in Figure 3-2. While all reactions
are indeed occurring simultaneously throughout the combustion wave, different reactions
predominate at different temperatures, locations, and steps towards complete combustion.
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Step Reaction B' a, E'
1 Oz +H ..... OH+O 2.00 1014 0.00 70.30
1b OH+O ..... OZ+H lAO 1013 0.00 3.20
2 O+HZ ..... H+OH 1.50 107 2.00 31.60
2b H+OH ..... O+HZ 6.73 106 2.00 22.35
3 OH+HZ ..... H+HZO 1.00 108 1.60 13.80
3b H+HZO ..... OH+HZ 4.62 108 1.60 77.50
4 OH+OH ..... HZO+O 1.50 109 1.14 0.42
4b HZO+O OH+OH 1.49 1010 1.14 71.14
5" H+Oz +M ..... HOZ+M 2.30 1018 -0.80 0.00
6 HOz+H OH+OH 1.50 1014 0.00 4.20
7 HOZ+H ..... HZ+OZ 2.50 1013 0.00 2.90
8 HOz+H ..... HZO+O 3.00 1013 0.00 7.20
9 HOZ+OH ..... HZO+OZ 2.00 1013 0.00 7.20
10 CO+OH ..... COZ +H' 4040 106 1.50 -3.10
lOb COz +H CO+OH 4.96 108 1.50 89.71
11 CH4 +H ..... Hz +CH3 2.20 104 3.00 36.60
llb Hz +CH3 ..... CH4 +H 8.83 10z 3.00 33.53
12 CH4 +OH ..... HzO+CH3 1.60 106 2.10 10.30
13 CH3 +0 ..... CHZO+H 7.00 1013 0.00 0.00
14 CH3+0H ..... CHZO+H+ H 9.00 1014 0.00 64.80
15 CH3 +OH ..... CHzO+Hz 8.00 10 1Z 0.00 0.00
16'" CH3+H -> CH4 6.00 1016 -1.00 0.00
17 CHZO+H -> CHO+HZ 2.50 1013 0.00 16.70
18 CHzO+OH -> CHO+ HzO 3.00 1013 0.00 5.00
19 CHO+H CO+Hz 2.00 1014 0.00 0.00
20 CHO+OH -> CO+HzO 1.00 1014 0.00 0.00
21 CHO+Oz CO+HOZ 3.001012 0.00 0.00
22" CHO+M -> CO+H+M 7.10 1014 0.00 70.30
23 CH3 +H -> CHz +Hz 1.80 1014 0.00 63.00
24 CHZ + Oz -> COz+H+H 6.50 IO IZ 0.00 6.30
25 CHZ + Oz C9+0H+H 6.50 10IZ 0.00 6.30
26 CHz+H CH+Hz 4.00 1013 0.00 0.00
26b CH+HZ -> CHZ +H 2.79 1013 '0.00 12.61
27 CH+OZ CHO+O 3.00 1013 0.00 0.00
28 CH3 +OH -> CHZ +HzO 1.50 1013 0.00 iO.93
29 CHz +OH -> CHZO+H 2.50 1013 0.00 0.00
30 CHZ+OH -> CH+HzO 4.50 1013 0.00 12.56
31 CH+OH -> CHO+H 3.00 1013 0.00 0.00
, Here em, mol, K and'kJ are the units.
** Catalytic efficiencies differ for different M; values here are for M = Hz·
*** The high-pressure value koo is given here; tail-off curves are kj koo =
(1 + 21.5 x IOlOT3 jpO.6)-I, where p is in atm and Tin K.
Table 3-1. Detailed reaction steps and associated rate constants for the combustion of
methane in oxyg~n.
Source: Lifian [20].
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Fuel Consumption
CH4 + H ---+ CH3 + Hz
CH3+ 0 ---+ CHzO + H
CHzO + H ---+ CHO + Hz
CHO+M ---+ CO+H+M
H+OH ---+ O+Hz
H+HzO ---+ OH+Hz
Water-Gas Shift
CO+OH ;:::: COz +H
H+HzO ;:::: OH+"Hz
Recombination
Oz + H + M ---+ HOz + M
OH + HOz ---+ HzO + Oz
H+HzO ---+ OH+Hz
2H + M ---+ Hz + M
Oxygen Consumption and
Radical Production
Oz+H ;:::: OH+O
O+Hz ;:::: OH+H
OH+Hz ;:::: HzO+H
OH+Hz .,..- HzO+H
Table 3-2. Four-step mechanism for the combustion ofmethane in oxygen.
Source: Lifian [20].
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Figure 3-2. Illustration of the chemical makeup and reaction progress ofalaminar .
premixed methane-air combustion wave.
.Source: Lilian [20].
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This results in varying concentrations of reactants, products, and intermediate species
throughout the-flame, as indicated in the figure.
An issue ofparticular concern in the operation of commercial furnaces is the
formation ofnitrogen oxides (NOx) during combustion with air. NOxis one of the
primary contributors to photochemical smog. For this reason, NOxemissions are strictly
regulated. According to Obertacke et al. [25], six reactions are primarily responsible for
NOxproduction in combustion flames. Those six reaction steps are summarized in Table
3-3. Just as the oxidation ofmethane involves many intermediate steps and various
radical species, so does the formation ofNOx. From the reaction steps listed in Table J ..3,
it is apparent that the radical species OH, HCN, NH, and CH are intimately involved in
the mechanisms that produce NO, and that their presence should serve as an indicator of
NOxformation.
At this point it is important to make note ofvarious types of combustion
configurations that are used in practice. There are two main categories ofcombustion
flames: premixed flames and diffusion flames. In premixed flames, the fuel and oxidizer
are brought together in the proper amounts and well mixed before they are ignited. In
other words, the mixture is ready for complete combustion. All it needs is high enough
temperature to get the reaction rates up to speed. Once initiated, premixed combustion
burns rapidly to completion. The only limiting factor is the reaction rate. In contrast,
diffusion flames are not premixed. The fuel and oxidizer meet at the location ofreaction.
Because of this, combustion rates are limited by the diffusion rates of the fuel and
oxidizer. Since diffusion flames burn more slowly than premixed flames, they typically
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NO formation reactions
N2+0~NO+N
N2+CH~HCN+N
HCN+O~NCO+H
NCO + H ~ NH + CO
N+OH~NO+H
Table 3-3. Predominant mechanisms for NO formation in typical hydrocarbon-air
combustion.
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spread over a larger area but burn less intensely. In depth descriptions of the nature and
characteristics ofboth premixed and diffusion flames are given by Williams [34] and
Libby [19].
Premixed flames can be further classified into two categories: detonation and
deflagration waves. These two possibilities are seen from the allowable solutions to two
governing equations: the Hugoniot curve and the Rayleigh line. If the combustion wave is
taken as one-dimensional, steady flow with heat addition, then the conservation equations
for mass, momentum, and energy are
Eqn.3-13
Eqn.3-14
Eqn.3-15
In the above equations, q is the heat added per mass ofmixture and the velocities UI and
U2 in front ofand behind the combustion wave are measured relative to the wave. If it is
assumed that specific heats remain constant, then two simple but important relations can
be derived. First is the Rayleigh line:
p-l=-,u(v-l)
and second is the Hugoniot curve:
_ 2(r - l)q + (r + 1) - (r - l)v
p= (r + l)v - (r - 1)
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Eqn.3-16
Eqn.3-17
For convenience dimensionless parameters have been substituted according to p = P2 ,
. ~
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speed of the combustion wave, as indicated by its definition. The final state behind the
combustion wave corresponds to the intersection of the Rayleigh linewith the Hugoniot
curve. Figure 3-3 shows a plot oftypical solution possibilities for the two curves.
Because the Rayleigh line has negative slope and always passes through the point (1,1),
the solution domain is restricted to tWo regions. The first region, in which p > 1and
v< 1, corresponds to a detonation wave. The second region, in which p < 1and v> 1,
corresponds to a deflagration wave. Furthermore, the Rayleigh line may cross the
Hugoniot curve in either region once (at a special point called the Chapman-Jouget point)
or twice, indicating two possible solutions. The solution closer to the origin is termed the
"weak" solution and the solution farther from the origin is the "strong" solution. It can be
shown that a strong detonation requires that a shock wave be present in the combustion
wave, and that a strong deflagration cannot occur because it would require a subsonic to
supersonic transition which is not possible in a constant area one-dimensional flow.
Williams [34] explains the impossibility ofstrong deflagrations in greater detail with an
alternate argument that involves consideration of deflagration wave structure.
The nature ofthe chemical processes that take place within a combustionwave
depend on whether the wave corresponds to a diffusion flame, or one of the premixed
flame types: deflagration, strong detonation, or weak detonation. As mentioned before, in
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diffusion flames, the reactions are limited by the diffusion rates ofthe gases. Thus,
diffusion flames exhibit larger flame envelopes, less intense combustion, lower
temperature, different equilibrium concentrations, and different reaction rates for all of
the intermediate combustion steps than would be observed in a premixed flame.
Temperature distribution, species concentrations, and reaction rates would also be
different for strong detonation, with a temperature and pressure discontinuity across the
shock wave that must be present, than would be observed in a purely subsonic weak
deflagration.
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CHAPTER 4
Flame Spectroscopy
The fundamental principles ofmolecular absorption and emission were presented in
Chapter 2, and the nature and governing factors of the chemical process that is
combustion were described in Chapter 3. In the present chapter, the principles set forth in
the preceding chapters will be applied in the context of combustion flame analysis. First,
consideration will be given to the practical issues and interferences involved in the
experimental measurement of flame spectra. Second, the general features of typical flame
specn:a will be described. Lastly, the radiative characteristics specific to flames and the
molecular species present during combustion will be considered with emphasis on how
those characteristics relate to the task offlame quality assessment for control purposes.
Proper interpretation of flame spectrometry data requires that many factors be
taken into consideration. There are many losses and sources of interference between the
flame and the digital output ofa spectrometer device. These losses affect both the
magnitude and shape of the spectrometer output. The overall effect can be thought.of as a
signal distortion that must be corrected in order to recover the true spectrum at the
location of interest.
The first requirement ofa flame spectroscopy experiment is a furnace or other
combustion device that allows optical access to the flame. Light from the flame is
typically focused by a lens and transmitted through a fiber-optic cable to a spectrometer.
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From there, spectrometer data is converted from analog to digital form and
communicated to a computer or other data acquisition device. A schematic diagram ofa
simple experiment is given in Figure 4-1.
The first loss between the flame and the spectrometer is due to the gases flowing
between the flame and the optical probe that collects light for the spectrometer. Some of
the radiation emitted by the flame is absorbed before it reaches the optical probe. The
absorption loss is given by Equations 2-35 and 2-36. IfEquation 2-36 is applied over a
distance L from the flame to the optical probe, it becomes
Eqn.4-1
The implications ofEquation 4-1 and the extent ofabsorption due to the gases between
the flame and optical probe will be considered in greater detail later in this chapter.
Emission from the hot gases between the flame and the optical probe is another possible
source of interference. However, once combustion reaches steady state and thermal
equilibrium is effectively established, the energy distribution among the molecules is
given by the Boltzmann Law (Equation 2-5). At flue gas temperatures, few molecules
exist at elevated energy levels, especially for high energy (low wavelength) transitions.
The second loss occurs at the optical sensor itself. Typically the optical sensor is a
lens which focuses light from the flame. The lens must be focused in such a way that the
maximum amount ofthe light that originates at the point of interest is transmitted through
the optical cable. The details of our experimental setup will be discussed later in Chapter
6, but it is worth noting here that a bifurcating optical cable was employed, and the losses
associated with it must be accounted for as well. Figure 4-2 shows a cross-section of the
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Figure 4-1. Simple flame emission spectroscopy experiment.
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Figure 4-2. Cross-section ofbifurcating optical cable.
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bifurcating optical cable used. Clearly, it is not possible for the lens to direct incoming
light·in such a way that the optic cores receive and transmit all the light collected from
the focal point in the flame. Furthermore,because the optic cores are on different sides of
the cable, light focused on the two cores by the lens comes from slightly different
locations in the flame. Lastly, the lens will inevitably pick up and transmit some light
from locations other than the point of interest.
In the experimental setup used in this work, the optical signal had to be
transmitted through a fiber-optic cable, which had less than perfect transmission
efficiency, before it reached the spectrometer. Signal strength through an optical fiber
follows a decaying exponential curve with distance. However, the rate ofdecay is
frequency dependant. The relationship between frequency and decay rate must be
determined experimentally. Typical frequency dependant decay rates, characteristic of
the fiber-optic cable used in this work, are plotted in Figure 4-3. Proper choice of fiber-
optic cable is necessary to minimize the signal degradation in the wavelength range of
interest.
Lastly, there is considerable loss of the optical signal in the spectrometer itself.
Inside the spectrometer, light is resolved by a ruled or holographically etched grating.
However, the efficiency of the grating is not uniform. Similarly to the optical cable, the
efficiency ofa grating must be determined experimentally. The grating efficiency curves
determined by the manufacturer are given in Figure 4-4 for the two gratings used in this
experiment.
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Figure 4-3. Typical attenuation loss in a fiber-optic cable.
Source: Ocean Optics, Inc. (www.OceanOptics.com).
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In order to correct for the frequency dependent losses introduced by the optic wire
and the spectrometer grating, a correlation must be fouild between measured spectra and .
actual spectra. Ifthe true spectrum from a certaIn ~ource is known a priori, then a
measured spectrum from that source can be compared with the true spectrum to obtain
the relationship between measured and actual spectra. An example of a known actual
spectrum is that emitted by a blackbody reference source. The energy radiated by a
blackbody is a function ofboth wavelength and the temperature ofthe body, and is given
by Planck's Law:
Eqn.4-2
The emission from a special tungsten halogen light source is a good approximation to
ideal blackbody emission. The light source was attached to the end ofthe optical cable. A
light source with an operating temperature of 3100 K was used in this work. The
theoretical emission from the lamp and the measured spectrum are plotted on Figure 4-5.
From this information, the frequency dependant losses in the optical cable and the
spectrometer grating can be calculated. The calculated relative efficiency of the optical
cable and spectrometer is plotted on Figure 4-6.
Because the attenuation losses in the fiber-optic cable should be relatively small,
the calculated efficiency shown in Figure 4-6 should closely resemble the grating
efficiency reported by the manufacturer (Figure 4-4). In comparing the two, it is evident
that the shape of the two curves is similar; however, the wavelength range ofhigh
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a result of losses in the optical cable and spectrometer grating.
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efficiency is quite different. According to the manufacturer, peak efficiency ofgrating #1
occurs near 300 nm, but the experimentally determined peak efficiency for that grating
occurred close to 520 nm. The tungsten lamp used does not provide good blackbody
radiation below 350 nm, but the efficiencies reported in Figure 4-6 do not extend below
350 nm. The most reasonable explanation is simply that our particular grating efficiency
differed to a considerable degree from the "typical" efficiency reported by the
manufacturer.
Because the tungsten lamp was connected directly to the end ofthe optical cable
with no interfering gas between the lamp and the optical receiver, the efficiency curve
shown in Figure 4-6 does not account for the first. spectral loss cited in this chapter: that
due to absorption in the flue gas between the flame and the lens. This raises the qu~stion
ofhow important flue gas absorption is. There are two types of absorption that can occur
in the flue gas. The first type "is self-absorption. Any molecular species that emits at a
certain wavelength will also absorb at that same wavelength. Some of the energy emitted
by excited molecules in the flame will be absorbed, before reaching the lens, by
molecules of the same species in the flue gas. However, as will be discussed later, much
of the chemiluminescent radiation is emitted by short-lived radical species. Self-
absorption is not a concern for such species because they only exist in appreciable
concentrations inside the flame; flue gas concentrations (quantified as Nm in Equation 2-
35) of radical species cause negligible absorption. The second type ofabsorption that can
occur in the flue gas, which is the opposite of self-absorption, is emission from one
species being absorbed by a different species. For the molecules present in high
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concentrations in the furnace flue gas (Le. H20, C02, N2' 02), absorption is a concern at
ultraviolet and infraredwavelengths, but all ofthese species exhibit agap in their
absorption spectra in the visible region (the absorption coefficient Bmn in Equation 2-35 is
very small). This is a very fortunate happenstance, and not just for flame spectroscopy
studies. Without this absorption gap, little usable energy from the sun would reach the
surface ofthe Earth and life as we know it would not exist. From this discussion, there is
reason to expect that flue gas absorption is negligible at visible wavelengths and over part
of the ultraviolet wavelength range, and that the efficiency curve indicated in Figure 4-6
accounts for all the principal wavelength-dependent losses between the flame and the
spectrometer output.
The experimental measurements taken for this work, which will be discussed later
in Chapter 7, indicated good agreement between blackbody spectrums obtained from the
tungsten lamp and the furnace. Once corrected by the relative efficiency calculated from
the lamp's spectrum, the blackbody spectra measured in the furnace agreed quite well
with that predicted by Planck's Law (Equation 4-2).
The typical spectrum emitted from a flame operating inside a furnace consists of
the chemiluminescence produced by the reactions occurring within the flame
superimposed on toiJ ofblackbody emission from the combustion gases, dust, soot,
flyash, and furnace 'walls. One of the greatest challenges associated with flame
spectrometry is distinguishing the radiation contribution emitted by blackbodies from that
emitted by chemiluminescence. One approach is to determine what blackbody
temperature gives a best fit to the measured spectrum at wavelength regions where
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chemiluminescent activity is known to be relatively small. The magnitude of
chemiluminescent activity·is not known a priori, but predictions ofthe wavelength
regions where it is to be expected can be made. If the chemical composition of the
reaction mixture before, during, and after combustion is known, chemiluminescent
emission band locations can be predicted from well-documented emission data
references. An extensive source ofemissive data for a variety ofchemicals is given in
Bentley [4] and Gaydon [13]. Once the best-fit blackbody spectrum is determined, it can
be subtracted from the total spectrum, leaving only the chemiluminescent component of
the spectrum.
It is important to note thafblackbody radiation comes from multiple sources, each
ofwhich is at a different temperature. However, although the dependence on temperature
in Plank's Law is not easy to interpret by simple inspection, a plot ofblackbody emission
vs. wavelength for various temperatures reveals that emissive spectra from higher-
temperature blackbody sources strongly dominate over the spectra from lower-
temperature blackbody sources. Such a plot is given in Figure 4-7. This fact is also
suggested by the fourth-power temperature dependence of total emissive power in the
Stefan-Boltzmann Law:
Eqn.4-3
In dealing with flame spectroscopy in industrial furnaces, the turbulent nature of
the flame must be taken into consideration. Because of turbulence, the spectrum emitted
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by the flame flickers erratically just as the flame does. The erratic nature of the measured
spectrum is a factor that causes difficulties for flame analysis;how.ever, the flicker has
both beneficial and detrimental implications for data analysis. Certainly, the unsteady
flickering effect complicates data interpretation because the spectrum changes
"
continuously even when test conditions are steady. No single instantaneous "snapshot"
will be truly representative of the time-varying spectrum emitted by the flame. On the
other hand, the flickering effect is also helpful as a source of additional information. The
. amplitude of flickering is a useful parameter in characterizing the flame. A convenient
way ofquantifying the amplitude of flickering in a flame is to calculate the standard
deviation ofthe time-varying intensity data at a given wavelength. A high amplitude of
flickering may indicate an unsteady flame or poorly mixed fuel and oxidizer. The
frequency of the flicker is indicative ofthe level of turbulence in the flame, which in tum
is related to the flow rates of the reacting mixture, and the overall heat rate from of the
From Plank's Law it is evident that at any fixed wavelength, emissive power ofa
blackbody always increases with temperature. However, the variation of emissive power
with wavelength when temperature is fixed is more complicated. At low wavelengths, the
emissive power is low, but increases rapidly until it reaches a maximum, after which it
decreases as wavelength increases. The wavelength at which emissive power is greatest is
given by Wein'sLaw:
Eqn.4-4
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where the constant C3 has the value 2897.8 J.1meK. Wein's Law is indicated by the
straight line on Figure 4-7. From the ploUt is clear that for the temperatures of interest in
a combustion flame, blackbody emissive power increases in dramatic fashion up to a
maximum in the near- to middle-infrared region and does not decrease significantly until
well into the far-infrared. Consequently, at higher wavelengths, the spectral activity
induced by the combustion reactions becomes very small and difficult to detect when
compared to the blackbody spectrum. Referring back to Chapter 2, this makes pure
rotation and vibration-ration bands, which typically occur in the infrared region, difficult
to detect. What this leaves is the electronic-vibrational band systems in the ultraviolet and
visible regions. In the ultraviolet and visible regions, the blackbody emission from the
flame is present, and appears as a steadily increasing function ofwavelength, but is not
large enough to overshadow the chemiluminescent spectrum.
In order to deduce the oxygen/fuel ratio ofa burning mixture from its
chemiluminescent spectra, the most feasible approach is to look at the electronic-
vibrational bands in the ultraviolet and visible regions ofthe spectrum that are due to the
emission from reacting molecules. The most direct molecular indicators of oxygen/fuel
ratio are the reaction products 02, C02 and CO. Excess oxygen is a clear indicator ofa
fuel-lean combustion mixture. The reason for this can be inferred directly from Equation
3-1. lithe ratio of oxygen to methane is greater than two-to-one, there will not be enough
methane present to consume all the oxygen and there will be excess oxygen in the flue
gas.
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The production of CO is an indicator that the fuel and oxidizer mixture is fuel-
rich. The detailed process by which CO is formed during combustion is somewhat
complicated. A complete account of CO formation is given by Bowman [6].
Conceptually, in terms ofEquation3-1, CO formation can be thought of as a substitute
for the C02 product when there is not enough oxygen available to convert all the carbon
in the fuel to C02. Consequently, a lower-than-stoichiometric CO2concentration is an
alternate indicator of a fuel-rich mixture. However, from a practical point ofview, a
small change in CO concentration relative to zero is easier to detect than a small change
in CO2concentration relative to its stoichiometric value.
In terms of spectroscopy analysis, direct indicators of oxygenlfuel-latio, such as
02, CO2, and CO do have electronic transition energies in the ultraviolet and visible
regions of the spectrum, but unfortunately, the bands are very weak and difficult to
distinguish from blackbody radiation, even at ultraviolet wavelengths. For example, 02
possesses electronic transitions from its ground state (3Lg") to the state 3Lu-corresponding
to bands at wavelengths near 200 nm and less. However, experimental attempts to locate
this band inside a furnace have not met with success. 02 also has a relatively low-energy
transition from state 3Lg- to the state lLg+, corresponding to bands near 700 nm.
Unfortunately, this transition is "forbidden" not once but twice, as it violates both
selection rules ~s =0 and g ~u. As a result, the 700 nm band is extremely weak and
undetectable relative to the blackbody emission.
The CO molecule has been extensively studied because of its simple diatomic
structure and asymmetric charge distribution, giving rise to both pure rotation and
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vibration-rotation bands. In the ultraviolet region, the CO molecule exhibits electronic
bands near 365 nm and 450 rim. Unfortunately, these bands too are rather weak and
difficult to detect inside a flame.
Carbon dioxide (C02) is a symmetric, linear triatomic molecule. Its·electronic
transitions give rise to spectral activity at wavelengths below 170 nm, with the strongest
bands below 120 nm. From Equation 2-1,these low wavelengths indicate that the
electronic transitions ofthe C02 molecule involve large amounts ofenergy. Even the
chemical reactions occurring within a combustion flame do not supply enough energy to
elevate appreciable numbers ofC02 molecules to excited electronic states. Consequently,
C02 band strengths in the ultraviolet region are virtually undetectable. In addition,C02
does not possess pure rotation bands because of its symmetric charge distribution.
However, carbon dioxide does exhibit a great deal ofvibrational activity. As indicated in
Figure 2-1, C02 has three modes ofvibration. Two of the modes result in oscillating
dipole moments, which, along with various combinations among the three modes, give
rise to vibration-rotation bands. The strongest bands lie near 4.3 ~m and 2.8 ~m.
Unfortunately, those wavelengths are well into the infrared region, where blackbody
radiation dominates.
For the purposes of flame spectroscopy, the lack ofuseful and attainable spectra
from the molecules O2, CO, and C02 is most disappointing. Despite this disappointment,
02, CO, and C02 are not the only molecules involved in the combustion reaction.
Referring back to Chapter 3, the complete reaction involves many intermediate steps,
many ofwhich involve short-lived but important (essential, in fact) radical species such
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as OH, CH, Cz, CN, among others. These molecules have their own spectral signatures.
In addition, the reactions that produce them frequently release them at excited energy
states, allowing them to emit photons for spectrometer detection as described in Chapter
2. Despite their short lifetimes, free radicals are responsible for pronounced spectral
features emitted by a flame. Furthermore, radical species are intimately involved in the
progress of the reaction, and thus serve as indicators ofthat progress. For example, the
CHO radical only appears near the completion ofmethane combustion. Consequently,
CHO emission bands indicate where the combustion is at its final stages. In addition, the
involvement ofradical species in NOx formation suggests a possible connection between
the spectral trace of certain flame radicals (such as OH, HCN, NH, and CH) and NOx
emissions.
Of all the common yet ephemeral free radicals that exist within a flame, the
radical that appears most frequently and repeatedly in the intermediate reaction steps is
the OH radical. The significance of this particular radical is shown by its extensive
involvement in the steps listed in Table 3-1. Its relatively long life (in comparison to the
other radicals) makes it a good choice for flame analysis. Because ofthe importance of
this particular radical, its most prominent electronic-vibrational band characteristics are
indicated schematically in Figure 4-8. The band system is situated around 310 nm. The
relative strengths of the individual peaks are governed by the Franck-Condon principle
discussed in Chapter 2.
Other radical species also emit electronic-vibrational spectral bands at ultraviolet
and visible wavelengths. Some of these radicals include CH, C2, and CN. The CH radical
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Figure 4..;8. Vibrational energy levels corresponding to spectral activity of the OR radical
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Source: Mavrodineanu [21].
Note: 10 A = 1 nrn.
~mits strongly around 431.5 nm and weaker bands exist at 362.8 and 420.0 nm. Also,
there is an additional line near 315 nrri which is nearly undetectable due to the OR
emissions there. C2 exhibits an electronic-vibrational system with a peak around 517 nm
and smaller vibrational peaks on either side. The CN molecule shows activity around 387
nm and 418 nm. Figure 4-9 shows typical combustion radical species and the wavelength
locations of their spectral peaks as reported by Obertacke et al. [25]. Detailed information
on a variety of combustion flame radicals may be found in Gaydon [13].
Aside from radical species, trace amounts ofother compounds can produce strong
peaks in the spectra observed from flames. A group of compounds that exhibit this
behavior in flames are the alkali metals and alkali earths. The former group includes
lithium (Li), sodium (Na), potassium (K), and rubidium (Rb), and the latter group
includes magnesium (Mg) and calcium (Ca). A list of the spectral peaks produced by
these alkali metals and earths is given in Table 4-1. An additional consequence of these
substances is that they too will react with certain flame radicals, producing other indicator
species such as CaOR and MgOH that also have emissive spectra oftheir own, which
were studied by Wehrmeyer et al. [33].
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hydrocarbon combustion.
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Element
Li
Na
K
Rb
Mg
Ca
Wavelengths of Strong
Spectral Lines
670.8001
589.0001, 589.6001
766.5001, 769.9001
780.0 nm, 794.8 001
285.2001
422.7001
Table 4-1. Wavelength locations of the strong spectral peaks emitted by alkali metal and
alkali earth elements typically present in glass furnace flames.
Data Source: Bentley et al. [4].
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CHAPTERS
Literature Review
The body of literature on previous work done in the field of flame spectroscopy has
focused on·a variety of fuels, flame types, and combustion system configurations. It is
reported that some spectral features apply universally to all combustion flames, and some
features do not. Furthermore, the extent and relative importance ofa given phenomenon
varies from system to system. For example, blackbody emission is present in all flame
spectra, but soot particles produced in coal-fired furnaces cause stronger blackbody
emission spectra than those found in natural gas-fired furnaces. As noted in Chapter 3,
the type of flame plays a crucial role in the local flame properties, reaction rates, and
chemical compositions. The results of a diffusion flame analysis do not apply to
premixed deflagration or detonation flames. Also, the objective of different flame
spectroscopy experiments is not always determination ofthe oxygen/fuel ratio. Many
experiments are aimed at alternate goals such as the detection ofNOx formation.
The first applications of flame spectroscopy in industrial furnaces were not
intended as means ofoptimization or adaptive control; rather, spectroscopy was merely
used to detect the presence of the flame. The pioneering work done to assess the quality
ofa flame, rather than its mere existence, through spectral analysis was performed by
Penzias [28]. Penzias recognized that different spectral regions are appropriate for
analyzing different combustion regions. In the reaction zone, where exothermic chemical
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reactions release the energy stored in the molecular bonds ofthe fuel, the molecular
species present emitradiation at their characteristic wavelengths, most notably in the
ultraviolet and visible regions. It is the energy released during the combustion reactions
that elevate molecules to higher electronic states, after which they can emit at electronic-
vibrational wavelengths. However, the burned gas region is where the chemical reactions
are essentially complete, and in this region very few molecules possess enough energy to
undergo an electronic transition. Therefore, the vibration-rotational and pure rotational
bands found in the infrared region are the appropriate sources for spectral infonnation
pertaining to the burned flue gas. The infrared activity of the flue gas is linked to the
average kinetic energy of the gas molecules, and therefore, the temperature as well. When
studying the burned gas, the difficulties imposed by the blackbody radiation in the
infrared region are diminished due to lower temperature. However, there is still difficulty
in analyzing a multiple burner array from spectral analysis of the burned mixture, as there
is no way to determine which individual burner is responsible for the emission
characteristics ofthe combined burner flue gas.
Emission spectroscopy was used by Fuhs [11] as an indicator of equivalence ratio
in supersonic combustion in a propane-air flame. In this experiment, the emission from
the flame radicals Cz (at 473.7 nm) and CH (at 425.2 nm) were studied. The ratio ofthese
two spectral intensities was found to be an excellent indicator ofcombustion mixture
equivalence ratio. The ratio of Cz intensity to CH intensity was found to be 0.2, 0.7, 1.6,
3.6, and 8.2 at equivalence ratios 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4, respectively. The strong,
monotonic dependence of intensity ratio on equivalence ratio makes it an excellent
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indicator of fuel stoichiometry for control purposes. However, as promising as these
results were, there are substantial differences between supersonic combustion and the
firing of fuel· in a 'conventional stationary furnace. The main difference is that supersonic
combustion involves much higher temperature. The high temperature is a result ofthe
intense adiabatic compression of air as it is brought nearly to rest from supersonic speeds,
followed by combustion.
As noted in Chapter 3, temperature has'a dramatic impact on reaction rates,
equilibrium, and nonequilibrium concentrations ofreactants, products, and intermediate
radical species. Temperature also has a strong influence on the relative concentrations of
thermally excited molecules. As indicated in Chapter 2, high-energy electronic transitions
are responsible for emission bands in the ultraviolet and visible regions, and few
molecules possess enough kinetic (thermal) energy to cause such high-energy transitions
at furnace temperatures. In a conventional furnace, the energy necessary for electronic
transitions is provided by fuel combustion, not high temperature. In a supersonic ramjet
combustor, there is high enough temperature (molecular kinetic energy) to induce
electronic transitions. Using the CH band at 425.2 nm as an example, substitution into
Boltzmann's Law (Equation 2-5) indicates that only one in nearly 23 million CH
molecules exists at an elevated state at 2000 K. However, in an equilibrium mixture at
5000 K, the number ofexcited CH molecules is one in 880. Clearly, the higher operating
temperature ofa supersonic combustor significantly alters the distribution ofelectronic
states among molecules and, consequently, their emission spectra. Lastly, referring back
to Figure 3-1, the high temperature ofsupersonic combustors is sufficient to cause
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molecular dissociation, which will affect radical formation.· Dissociated nitrogen, for
example, is likely.to promote formation ofthe CNradical.While the study performed by
Fuhs demonstrates the feasibility of spectrometer-based stoichiometry control, his results
do not extend well to conventional furnace control applications.
Wehrmeyer et al. [33] performed spectral flame analysis in cyclone furnaces
burning crushed coal. An inherent feature of cyclone furnaces is very high combustion
temperatures, resulting in relatively high NOx formation. An additional consequence of
this high temperature is that the blackbody emission is significant, especially at longer
wavelengths as described in Chapter 4. Direct indicators of oxygen/fuel ratio, such as CO
and Oz were not identified in the emission spectra of the flame. Wehrmeyer et al. surmise
that the generally weak nature of the CO and Oz emission bands relative to the blackbody
background is responsible for their apparent absence from the spectra. However, these
investigators did suggest using a line-of-sight light absorption technique to detect CO
and/or Oz. Such a technique would involve irradiating the gas at the characteristic
wavelengths of the molecules of interest and measuring how much of the radiated energy
is absorbed by the gas, causing a dip in the spectrum at that wavelength. The underlying
principles of absorption spectroscopy are discussed in Chapter 2, and summarized
mathematically in Equations 2-35 and 2-36.
One of the advantages of this absorption technique is that blackbody emission
does not impair the detection process. As indicated in Equations 2-35 and 2-36, the
fraction ofenergy (ElBo) that remains unabsorbed by the gas is the same regardless of the
amount ofenergy provided by the source (Eo). The blackbody emission could be used as
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.. the energy source for the absorption measurement. Absorption spectroscopy has
disadvantages as well. One difficulty is that detection of an absorption dip requires higher
spectrometer resolution than detection of an emission peak. For example, ifa strong but
narrow band (say 0.1 nm wide, at 387.4 nm) is measured by a spectrometer whose
resolution is i nm, the 387-388 nm receptor will receive all the energy emitted by the
band, producing a largespike in emission measurements. However, since the band only
covers 10 percent of the receptor's range, in an absorption experiment, the 387.4 nm band
would only reduce the energy received by the 387-388 nm receptor by at most 10 percent,
yielding only a very small and scarcely detectable dip. Smaller half-widths, such as the
typical values indicated in Chapter 2, only exacerbate this detection problem. A second
difficulty with absorption spectroscopy.is that long absorption distances may be required
if the concentration of the absorbing gas of interest is small, as indicated by Equations 2-
35 and 2-36. A possible solution to this problem is an increase in the optical path length.
Another noteworthy aspect of the experiment performed by Wehrmeyer, Boll, and
Smith is their attention to the trace amounts of alkali metals and alkali earths typically
found in coal, and their effects on the emission spectra. Ofparticular significance is the
role played by calcium and magnesium in the reacting mixture. It was found that trace
amounts of calcium (Ca) caused an emission line at 422.7 nm from the burner end of the
furnace, but that the line nearly vanished at the exhaust end. Along with the marked
decrease of the Ca band, a substantial increase ofa CaOH band at 554 nm was found.
This indicates that the Ca present at the burner end reacted with the OH radicals present
during combustion. Magnesium (Mg) also disappears "across the flame, but an emission
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band at around 375 ron, indicating the formation ofMgOH, was only detectable for fuel-
rich flames. The authors deduced that the excess oxygen present in fuel-lean flames
reacted with the magnesium to produce spectrally faint MgO and/or MgOz, rather than .
MgOH. While these researchers admit that these findings are not conclusive, this has the
potential to be a matter of great significance. Ifspectrally active MgOH can be used as 'a
reliable indicator for fuel-rich combustion, then it may be used in a spectrometer-based
control system in place ofspectrally obscure CO.
The work done by Obertacke et al. [25] dealt with temperature determination via
spectrometer techniques. The first method discussed in their paper relates the
concentration of emitting particles to temperature according to the Boltzmann distribution
discussed in Chapter 2. The concentration of excited molecules, Nj(T), can thus be
determined from Equation 2-5. Nj(T) can then be related to the power measured by the
spectrometer via
Eqn.5-1
This appears to be a straightforward method for determining temperature from
spectrometer data, but unfortunately it applies only to mixtures for which thermal
equilibrium has been reached. In the study of flame spectroscopy, the most important
temperature, that of the flame front, cannot accurately be determined in this manner,
because the assumption of thermal equilibrium is not valid at the flame front.
An alternate approach to spectrometer-based temperature measurement that is
suggested by Obertacke is to use the blackbody emission. The blackbody emission
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spectrum (Equation 4-2) can be used to infer the temperature ofthe emitter based on the
intensity measurements at two different wavelengths:
Eqn.5-2
As written, this equation cannot be solved explicitly for temperature T,but it does allow
T to be determined by numerical solution techniques. Also, for wavelengths in the
ultraviolet and visible regions, and temperatures below 2500K (as are typical in
furnaces), the exponential terms are much greater than unity, and an approximate solution
is given by
Eqn.5-3
However, Equations 5-2 and 5-3 must be used with caution. Relatively small inaccuracies
in the intensity ratio hill can lead to large errors in the calculated temperature, especially
at low temperatures. In order to minimize the error introduced by this problem, the two
blackbody wavelengths 11.1 and 11.2 must be chosen with care. As described in Chapter 4,
the emission spectrum ofa flame consists ofchemiluminescent radiation from reacting
molecules superimposed on top of a blackbody radiation background. The wavelengths
11.1 and 11.2and intensities 11 and h must be representative of the blackbody radiation only,
with no interference from chemiluminescent activity. Depending on the fuel and
impurities present (even in trace amounts as discussed earlier this chapter), itmay be
difficult to know a priori which wavelengths have no chemiluminescent emission.
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Secondly, the ratio hill must reflect true blackbody intensities, and therefore must be
corrected for any differences in transmission and receptor efficiencies that may exist
between wavelengths A.I and A.2. As discussed in Chapter 4, measured intensities must be
corrected for losses in the gases between the lens and the emission point, losses in the
lens, attenuation in the optic fiber, and imperfect grating efficiency in the spectrometer,
all ofwhich can vary with wavelength. The ratio ofmeasured intensities must be
corrected for these wavelength-varying losses before it will accurately represent the
blackbody intensity ratio used in Equations 5-2 and 5-3.
Another aspect of the work done by Obertacke et al. was to study the relationship
between temperature and the ultraviolet- and visible-region band strengths ofvarious
flame radicals. The flame radicals investigated were CH, CN, NH, and OH. The flame
temperature was varied in a known manner over a typical operating range for the furnace,
and the resulting band emission strengths were recorded. It was found that both the CN
and NH flame radicals exhibited band strengths that closely followed temperature
measurements in a clear and predictable manner. The band strengths of CH and OR
varied with changing temperature as well, but these band strengths, unlike those of CN
and NH, did so in an erratic and somewhat unpredictable fashion. Referring back to
Chapter 3, it would seem that the difficulty in deducing temperature from the CR and OR
emission band strengths is due to the complex effects that temperature has on both
equilibrium concentrations and reaction rates of simultaneous, competing chemical
reactions such as those listed in Table 3-1.
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In a particularly interesting experimental approach, Obertacke used two opposed
sensors·to perform atomographic reconstruction offlame characteristics lying on a
measurement plane. The tomographic sensor system is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The two
sensors reconstructed the flame elements based on the positions and relative size ofthe
image features seen by the two sensors. Care was taken to ensure that erroneous or
ambiguous interpretations were discarded during reconstruction, as the system may not
always be able to resolve difficulties caused by optical thickness ofthe flame and high
image gradients. However, the tomographic system reported by Obertacke et al. does
appear to have merit when properly used to determine of the distribution of spectral
properties such as temperature and radical species concentrations across the measurement
plane.
Zhou [35,36,37] took a different approach to temperature measurement in a
furnace. In these experiments, the furnace gas was treated as an emitting, absorbing, and
isotropically scattering gray medium, and the furnace walls were treated as gray surfaces.
The temperature throughout a two-dimensional cross section ofthe furnace was
reconstructed based on the intensity measurements ofCCD cameras located at the comers
of the furnace. The method used was a finite-element approach in which the solution
space was discretized into a 100-element grid for the gas, and a 40-element grid for the
wall surfaces. Geometrical factors such as the location and orientation ofeach element
with respect to the camera are significant and must be accounted for. In order for the
temperature distribution to be computed, the radiation exchange between every element
and every other element must be accounted for. Zhou et al. determined this radiation
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Detection
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Flame
body
Figure 5-1. Illustration of the tomographic sensor system used byObertacke et al.
indicating the position of the two sensors and the detection plane relative to the flame
body.
Source: Obertacke et al. [25].
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exchange by two methods: a Monte Carlo methodand a "Fast Algorithm." Once the
radiation exchange between each combination ofelements is·lmown, the complete
temperature distribution can be recons~cted. This approach provides a means to
calculate the temperature distribution over a large area that covers a broad optical field of
view.
The method ofZhou et al. is much more sophisticated than the tomographic
system used by Obertacke, but it emphasizes numerical accuracy over spatial resolution.
This is not a good compromise for a combustion control system. A 100-element grid does .
not offer the spatial resolution needed to infer oxygen/fuel ratios for small flames in a
large furnace. A finer mesh with more elements would improve spatial resolution, but
would also increase computation time significantly, resulting in an unacceptable control
system delay, even for the "Fast Algorithm." Improving spatial resolution by restricting
the solution grid to the flame and its immediate surroundings would not be an option,
because this method applies only to complete systems. Each piece contributes to the
overall solution. Therefore, the solution to an incomplete system, or only part of a
complete system, is not possible. Precise absolute temperature measurement is not critical
for combustion controland optimization; it is the differences in flame temperature and its
spatial distribution under different operating conditions that are ofprimary concern.
Grischkowsky [15, 16] performed a study offlame spectra in the frequency range
from 0.1 to 6 THz. This corresponds to wavelengths in the far infrared from 50 Ilm to
3000 Ilm. The flame under investigation was a laminar; stable, near-stoichiometric,
premixed combustion ofpropane and dry air. As described in Chapter 4, the blackbody
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emission from the flame emits very strongly in the far infrared side ofthe spectrum at
fumace·temperatures, which makes conventional spectrometry difficult at far infrared
wavelengths. In order to overcome this difficulty, Grischkowsky and Cheville employed
a technique oftime-domain spectroscopy. This technique is similar to absorption
spectroscopy, except that the sample is irradiated by a series ofultra-short (high
frequency) pulses instead ofa continuous beam. Each excitation pulse is a coherent wave
system ofknown frequency distribution that is transmitted to a time-gated coherent
receiver. The time-gated coherent receiver can recognize the excitation pulse and
distinguish it from the strong blackbody background radiation. In this manner, time-
domain spectroscopy makes possible the precise measurement ofchemical spectra from
flames without interference from blackbody radiation.
The factors influencing emission and absorption in the far infrared were outlined
in Chapter 2. Because the far infrared region is composed of long wavelengths, spectral
activity in this region is almost exclusively a result oflow-energy pure rotational
transitions. As described in Chapter 2, a molecule must have an asymmetric charge
distribution (permanent electric dipole) to undergo pure rotational transitions.
Consequently, many ofthe molecules involved in combustion, such as C~,02, N2, and
C02, exhibit no spectral activity in the far infrared because of their symmetry. This leaves
relatively few molecular species available for measurement in the far infrared. Available
measurable species include H20, CO, and various asymmetric flame radicals..
As indicated in Equation 3-1, H20 is a necessary product ofcombustion. For this
reason it could be used as an indicator ofcombustion stoichiometry. However,
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determining oxygen/fuel ratio from water concentration has the same difficulty as the
C02 concentration method discussed in Chapter 4: it is difficultto precisely measure a
small change in a species concentration when that species has a high stoichiometric
.concentration to begin with. Concentrations of 02 and CO, for example, are much more
measurable indicators ofoxygen/fuel ratio because their stoichiometric concentrations are
very small. Furthermore', practical implementation of a control system based on burned
gas water content would be very difficult in a typical furnace that uses air as an oxidizer.
The water content ofthe burned gas would depend strongly on the relative humidity of
the ambient air.
Despite these difficulties in using water concentration for combustion control, it
was found that the spectral activity due to water is a useful measure of local flame
temperature. In Grischkowsky's experiment, temperature was determined from two
rotation line strength measurements. The temperature computation was based on
Boltzmann statistics and collision broadening effects.
R (L ) EiJ-EA(...!.._.!.) ( L) an
ABO=eK ToT_O
RAB (1) T Eqn.5-4
The exponential term relates to Boltzmann statistics, and the temperature ratio raised to
the power &1 accounts for the broadening effects. RAB is the ratio of the strengths of lines
A and B, and E' refers to the lower energy states ofthe transitions A and B. The exponent
n, which varies with species and rotational quantum number, relates linewidth to
temperature, and is associated with the Voigt profile discussed in Chapter 2. It was found·
that.1n = nA-nB < 0.05, indicating that the temperatureratio term could be ignored. It is
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worth noting here that Boltzmann's Law applies only to systems in thermal equilibrium,
and flames are not in thermal equilibrium. However, the temperature measurements of
Grischkowsky and Cheville using this method were very accurate. Referring back to
Boltzmann's Law (Equation 2-5), it is clear that low energy transitions (such as those in
the far infrared) have a vastly higher fraction ofexcited molecules than higher energy
transitions. Therefore, it is likely that the concentration of thermally excited molecules
greatly exceeds the concentration ofchemically excited molecules in the case of low
energy (high wavelength) transitions in the far infrared, which was not the case for high
energy (low wavelength) transitions in the ultraviolet and visible regions.
Another measurable species in the far-infrared is CO, which is a direct indicator
of oxygen/fuel ratio according to the discussion in Chapter 4. Unfortunately,
Grischkowsky and Cheville maintained a near-stoichiometric oxygen/fuel ratio
throughout their experiment and.CO was not observed. Nevertheless, this experimental
technique may indeed be a reliable way to measure CO that has not yet been explored.
Other far-infrared detectable flame species included flame radical species such as
CH, NH3, and possibly CH2• However, despite its permanent electric dipole moment and
ubiquitous presence in combustion flames, the OH radical was not observed in the
experiment of Grischkowsky and Cheville. No explanation for its absence was offered.
The work done by Beer et al. [2] focuses specifically on the optimization of
individual burners in a multi-burner array. The subject of this experiment was the
combustion of liquid No.6 fuel oil, burning in a turbulent diffusion flame. The flame
characteristics were changed by adjusting the oxygen/fuel ratio and the swirl number of
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the burner. In this experiment, the overall blackbody emission intensity in the infrared
region was used as a relative measureoftemperature, and spectral analysis of the OH
radical was used as an indicator ofcombustion progress. One of the significant findings
ofthis work was that the strength ofthe OH emission and the blackbody intensity are
very sensitive to the viewing location of the spectrometer. The strongest OH emission
. spectra were found at the flame front region, which is not surprising because of the
intimate role played by the OH radical in the intermediate combustion reactions occurring
there. Consequently, any change in the oxygen/fuel ratio or other burner parameter that
alters the position of the flame front will have a significant effect on the OH emission
strength measured from a fixed location.
In this experiment, it was found that not only does the magnitude ofthe OH
emission vary with oxygen/fuel ratio and viewing location, but that it does so in a
nontrivial manner. Both the shape and general trends of the OH-band intensity vs.
oxygen/fuel ratio curve were found to depend on viewing location. The same could be
said of the blackbody intensity vs. oxygen/fuel ratio curve; however, the shape and
general characteristics ofthis curve varied with viewing location in a more predictable
manner than was the case with the OH-band intensity vs. oxygen/fuel ratio curve.
Because ofthe predictability of the blackbody intensity curve, it would seem that
blackbody temperature would make a reliable input variable for a combustion control
system. Unfortunately, at manyviewing locations, the blackbody intensity vs.
oxygen/fuel ratio curve was very flat, which made oxygen/fuel ratio difficult to predict
with a high degree of accuracy based on blackbody temperature. Small errors or
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uncertainties in blackbody intensity measurement, which are unavoidable given the
turbulent and fluctuating nature of the flame, would result in large errors and
uncertainties in the oxygen/fuel ratio determination. Such inaccuracy and/or uncertainty
of the oxygen/fuel ratio would almost certainly result·in a poorly performing or unstable
control system.
In Chapter 4, a principal source ofblackbody radiation was identified as soot
particles. Therefore, flame locations where soot particles form will serve as the best
viewing locations for a control system that relies on blackbody intensity measurements.
Furthermore, different fuels produce different amounts of soot at different stages of
combustion. Consequently, the need for fuel-specific control schemes is to be expected
for blackbody intensity-based control. An alternate way of enhancing the blackbody
radiation may be to inject particles into the fuel and oxidant mixture before combustion.
Particle injection could ensure an adequate supply ofblackbody emitters throughout the
flame. Suitable particles would need to be chemically inert in order to avoid interfering
with the combustion process, and would need to be small enough to avoid damaging the
burner or the furnace.
Viewing location is clearly an important consideration in designing a
spectrometer-based control system, regardless ofwhether it is based on blackbody
temperature, OR band strength, or any other feature of the emission spectrum. No fixed
viewpoint will be optimal for all operating conditions. Viewing the flame along the axis
of the burner may help keep the flame front at the same location in the field ofview, but
the distance from the optical sensor to the flame front will depend on the operating
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conditions, which may cause difficulties for optical sensors with fixed focal lengths. In
order to achieve adequate control over a range of operating conditions, it may b~
necessary to design a system capable ofadapting its own viewing location. Possibilities
for accomplishing this may include adjustable lens positions (to vary its point of focus) or
adjustable mirrors (to change the viewing direction). Alternately, a system capable of
resolving flame spectra spatially as well as temporally would be a solution to the
problems imposed by a single point ofview. The tomographic sensor system used by
Obertacke is an example ofa spatially resolving system. Another example is the
experimental system used by Allen et al. [1] to study flames from a turbulent heptane-air
spray burner.
Allen, Butler, and Johnson studied spatially and temporally resolved images of
the chemiluminescence from the combustion radicals OH and CH. The sensing
equipment used to obtain these images was a time-gated, spectrally filtered, intensified
CCD camera. The spectral filter allowed the CCD camera to focus on a specific region of
the spectrum (around 310 nm for the OH band, for example). However the CCD camera
only perceived an overall intensity from that spectral region, rather than a wavelength-
resolved intensity spectrum. This lack ofwavelength resolution is one of the trade-offs of
having such a high degree of spatial resolution. One ofthe difficulties in interpreting the
intensity measurements from the CCD camera without knowing the wavelength
dependence of that intensity is distinguishing the chemiluminescent intensity from the
blackbody intensity. A discussion of the issues involved in making this distinction is
given in Chapter 4.
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The camera's inability to distinguish between blackbody and chemiluminescent
radiation must be·taken into consideration when designing a combustion control scheme.
Chemiluminescent activity should be monitored in the ultraviolet and low-wavelength
visible region, because blackbody radiation is relatively weak in those spectral regions. In
addition, only the strongest chemiluminescent bands should be investigated, because
weak bands, though distinguishable to a spectrometer, do not dominate over blackbody
radiation to a significant degree, even in the ultraviolet and low-wavelength visible
regions. This limits accurate measurement to only a few options. The best choice is the
OR radical emission, because it is the strongest and occurs at the lowest wavelength.
Another possibility is the CR emission, but it is a weaker band and occurs at a higher
wavelength (around 430 nm). The spectral filter used in the experiment ofAllen et al.
transmitted from about 250 to 400 nm.
Spatially resolved intensity measurements pose a particular challenge to
automated data interpretation and control. Temporally resolved data can be interpreted
through averages and standard deviations; however, spatially resolved information is
more complicated. A typical approach is to use a neural network, and this was the
approach used by Allen et al. [1]. A neural network isa large parallel network of
nonlinear processing elements. The inspiration behind this type of approach was to
emulate the ability ofbiological neural nets to quickly process large amounts of data. The
speed ofa neural network makes it particularly well suited to control applications, as long
processing times lead to slow and/or unstable control.
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A typical task for a neural network is to classify an arbitrary set of inputs as
belonging to.one ofa group ofpredefined classes. First, a training set is established. This
training set consists of images whose classes are already known. The neural network is
then trained to respond properly to the elements in the training set. If the different classes
are well defined, and the neural network is properly trained, it should have a high degree
of accuracy classifying an arbitrary sample image. A thorough treatment of the
applications, issues, training, and implementation ofneural networks is given by Pandya
[26].
Santos-Victor et al. [29] also used neural networks to classify flame. images, but
employed an alternate classification method as well. This alternate method was to
classify flame images according to mass-like properties. These properties include length,
width, area, distance from the burner, center ofmass, orientation, and minimum and
maximum moments of inertia about the center ofmass location. The ratio ofminimum to
maximum moment of inertia was taken as an indicator ofhow well rounded the flame is.
Similarly to neural networks, each image was classified according to a training set. The
class of each element in the training set was established a priori, and the mean and
standard deviation ofthe mass-like properties were calculated and used to quantify the
f~atures of each class. Classification of an arbitrary flame image was done by probability-
based approach known as Bayesian classification which is described by Santos-Victor et
al. [29]. It is important to note that this classification method can also provide a measure
of certainty in each classification. As a result, situations could be recognized in which
sample images were outside the range covered by the training set. This also means that
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unreliable decisions could be identified and discarded, resulting in a more robust control.
A possible class distribution for oxygen/fuel ratio control would be one class for
equivalence ratio between 0.75 and 0.85, another for 0.85 to 0.95; and so forth. An
/
alternate classification set could simply consist of a class for fuel-rich conditions, another·
for near-stiochiometric conditions, and a final one for fuel,;,lean conditions. Any
classification set would do as long as it served as an indicator of oxygen/fuel ratio.
Through the use of a properly trained neural network and a well-chosen classi.fication set, .
the oxygen/fuel ratio of a flame could be classified based on a complex set of spatially
resolved data, provided an adequate reference or training set is established over a
sufficiently broad set of operating conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
Instrumentation and Experimental Facilities
The experimental design ofa flame spectroscopy study requires careful consideration of
the specific phenomenon under investigation, as well as the physical means by which that
phenomenon can be measured and investigated. The basic principles of absorption and
emission were outlined in Chapter 2. The general application ofthose principles to a
combustion flame was discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter 5, specific experiments
in flame spectroscopy were compared and analyzed in the context of a combustion
control system. In this and the following chapters, the details, results, and conclusions of
experiments conducted will be set forth.
The equipment used in these experiments was similar to that shown in Figure 4-1,
with one significant difference: two spectrometers were used instead of one. The
spectrometers were combined in a single unit manufactured by Ocean Optics, Inc. under
the model SD2000. A schematic indicating the operation ofthe spectrometer is shown in
Figure 6-1. An Ocean Optics ADCIOOO-USB-Banalog-to-digital converter was used as
well. This converter communicated with a data acquisition computer via a USB
connection, which allowed faster transfer rates and much better performance than would
be possible with other communication methods such a standard serial port. The data
acquisition software, named OOIBase32, was also provided by Ocean Optics. In order to
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Figure 6-1. Schematic diagram illustrating the internal workings of an Ocean Optics
spectrometer.
Source: Ocean Optics, Inc. (www.OceanOptics.com).
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analyze a flame from a single viewing point with two spectrometers, it was necessary to
split the optical signal from one collection source (the lens) to two spectrometer gratings.
To accomplish this, a b,ifurcating optical cable was used, Ocean Optics BIF600-2-
UVMS. A special collimating lens, designed specifically for high temperature
applications (Ocean Optics 74-UV-HT), wasattached to the end of the bifurcating optical
cable and used to focus and transmit the flame radiation through the optical cable to both
spectrometers.
There were several reasons for using two spectrometers iIistead of one. One ofthe
spectrometers offered sensitivity in the range of200 to 850 nm (the Master spectrometer,
provided with grating #1). The other detected spectral activity from 200 to 400 nm (the
Slave spectrometer, provided with grating #10). The efficiencies of these two gratings, as
reported by the manufacturer, are given in Figure 4-4, and the experimentally calculated
combined efficiency ofthe Master spectrometer grating and optical cable are plotted in
Figure 4-6. Although covering a narrower wavelength range, the Slave spectrometer
offered higher resolution than the Master spectrometer. The range of the Slave
spectrometer was chosen for maximum sensitivity at ultraviolet wavelengths, allowing
for detailed investigation ofhigh energy electronic transitions. The Master spectrometer,
though possessing lower resolving power, covers a larger wavelength range that extends
through the visible region. The Master spectrometer can pick up radiation above 400 nm
and is useful for looking at the flame's blackbody emission that was discussed in Chapter
4. The fact the two spectrometers have overlapping sensitivity regions is useful for
comparison. Agreement between the two spectromet;{in the range from 200 to 400 nm,
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after differences in grating efficiencies is accounted for, instilled confidence that both
spectrometers were working properly.
In order to prot~ct the lens and fiber-optic cable from the heat ofthe furnace, a
water cooled enclosure was constructed to hold the lens. The lens was also protected by a
heat resistant fused silica quartz window. In order to prevent soot, flyash, or other
particles from collecting on the surface of the quartz window and interfering with the
readings, a constant flow ofpurge air was blown in front ofthe quartz window into the
furnace. A diagram ofthe water cooled enclosure assembly is given in Figure 6-2. The
use ofawater cooled apparatus may present some problems for commercial glass furnace
applications, most notably a risk ofwater leaking into the glass melt. Cooling with liquid
nitrogen instead is a possibility to be explored in future experiments.
The data acquisition software was capable of recording intensity readings either at
specific wavelengths or across the entire spectrum. Up to six specific wavelengths could
be targeted simultaneously. The system was capable of simultaneously recording data
from both the Master and the Slave spectrometers. Specific wavelength readings could be
taken at time intervals as low as about 70ms. Because the full !;ipectrum consisted of
much more data than individual wavelengths, full spectrum readings were limited to a
much slower sample rate, about 3 seconds.
Data were gathered from a small scale single-burner experimental glass furnace
located at the University ofRolla, Missouri, capable ofmelting 80 pounds of glass per
hour. The furnace was firing an oxyfuel diffusion flame and operating at a total heat rate
that was varied from 80,000 to 165,000Btu/hr. The flow rates ofboth oxygen and fuel
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Figure 6-2. Water-cooled enclosure used to protect and house the collimating lens and
bifurcating optical cable.
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were adjustable. The operating parameters of the furnace were governed by a computer-
based control system running LabView software. The control system allowed either .
automatic control ofheatrate and oxygen/fuel ratio, or manual control. Furnace
temperature was measured by a thermocouple embedded in the furnace wall. A diagram
of the experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 6-3. Feedback for flow rate control was
provided by pressure and temperature sensors located at the flow control valves. Oxygen
and fuel flow rates were measured by orifice plates. The flow rates for oxygen and fuel
(gas), in standard cubic feet per hour, are given by the following empirical formulas:
_. ( I1Po2)( P02 +14.7)( T02 +273)
scjh02 - 100 052 29.4 288.7
= ( I1Pgas ) ( Pgas +14.7) ( Tgas +273)
scjhgas 50 054 16.4 288.7
Eqn.6-1
Eqn.6-2
where the pressure change is measured across the valve and the other parameters are
measured upstream of the valve. Proper use ofEquations 6-1 and 6-2 requires that
pressures be in psi and temperatures be in °C. Manual flow control is accomplished by
specifying a target flow rate (in standard cubic feet per hour), and allowing theLabView
software to adjust the valves until the feedback sensors indicate, through Equations 6-1
and 6-2, that the desired flow rate is achieved. Experimental measurements for this
burner were made using two different burner designs. Comparing the results from the two
different burners served as an indicator ofhow sensitive the findings were to different
flow geometries.
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.Figure 6-3. Small scale glass furnace experimental setup with spectrometer, flue gas
analyzer, data acquisition computer, and LabView control system.
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As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the choice oflens position and orientation with
respect to the flame is a very important consideration. The size and shape of the flame
varies with factors such as total heat rate. Any combustion optimization system must be
able to assess the quality of a flame under different operating conditions. This means that
the system must distinguish changes in the flame that are due to normal operation (such
as different heat rates) from changes caused by abnormal operation (such as incorrect
oxygen/fuel ratio). When observing the flame from a fixed location, a good viewpoint
was found to be along the axis ofthe burner. The projection of the flame in that direction
(what the lens sees) changes little as the heatrate is varied. The lens will always see the
flame front at the same location regardless of its size and length. For these reasons, the
furnace spectroscopy measurements were made from an end view of the flame.
In addition to the spectrometer, the furnace was also monitored by a commercial
flue gas analyzer. The device used was a Bacharach CA300 Combustion Analyzer
(model 24-8132). The gas analyzer took sample measurements from the exhaust ofthe
furnace and determined the amount ofNOx, CO, and 02 in the burned gas. As indicated
in Chapter 1, a conventional flue gas analyzer is adequate for determining the
stoichiometry of the entire furnace, but not for monitoring individual burners in a
multiple burner array. However, since the small-scale furnace has a single burner that is
responsible for all ofthe flue gas, the gas analyzer measures the operating characteristics
of that one individual burner. Therefore, the gas analyzer served as an additional source
ofinformation, and a way to corroborate the LabView instrumentation readings and the
spectrometer measurements.
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CHAPTER 7
Experimental Results
The flames under investigation produced multifaceted emission spectra, which allowed
for the application of a variety of analysis schemes and interpretations. The general
nature offlame spectra was treated in Chapter 4. The chemiluminescent spectral activity
is related to the chemical processes in the reacting mixture as well as factors such as the
temperature and pressure. However, as noted in Chapters 2 and 5, accurate temperature
and pressure measurements based on chemiluminescent emission are somewhat difficult.
The measured spectrum is also comprised ofblackbody emission from soot, gas, dust,
and the furnace walls. The shape of this blackbody spectrum is an indicator of the
temperature of its source. Temperature calculation methods based on flame spectra have
been presented by Obertacke et al. [25], Zhou et al. [35,36,37] and Grischkowsky et al.
[15, 16], and an alternate method will be presented here. Additional information can be
interpreted from the fluctuating nature of a turbulent flame, specifically the magnitude
and frequency makeup of the fluctuation.
Two sets of experiments were performed, the second set being a repeat ofthe first
set after improvements were made to the experimental facilities. Both experiments were
performed with the glass furnace described in Chapter 6. Three types of spectral data
were recorded: individual wavelength intensities, full spectrum readings, and spectral
response to time-varying furnace conditions. The individual wavelength readings were
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used to study the chemiluminescent activity ofthe reacting molecules. Full spectrum
readings were the basis for analyzing blackbody emission and blackbody temperature
calculations, as wel~ as wavelength-averaged flame intensity and the fluctuating
. . .
characteristics of that intensity. The spectral time-response data served as an indicator of
how quickly the measured spectrum reacted to time-varying burner stoichiometry.
First Set of Experiments
The test matrix for a first round of experimentation is outlined in Table 7-1, along
with the data collected by the flue gas analyzer for each test point. The range oftesting
covered oxygen/fuel ratios from 1.8 to 2.4, and fuel flow rates from 80 to 165 scth. Two
different burners were tested, representing different tip designs typically used in the glass
industry. A typical spectrum obtained from the two spectrometers working in parallel is
presented in Figure 7-1. The discernable features include the expected blackbody
emission spectrum, strongchemiluminescent activity around 310 nm, and a very strong
peak at 590 nm. There were also several peaks near 345 nm ofsmaller magnitude. The
emission around 310nm is an electronic-vibrational band of the OR radical. As indicated
in Chapter 3, the OR radical plays an important role in the combustion process. The peak
at 590 nm is characteristic of sodium traces in the flame, probably r~sulting from the
glassmelt. The source of the small peaks near 345 nm is more complicated, and will be
addressed later in the chapter. Spectral activity from other typical flame radicals, such as
CR, CN, and Cz, was not observed. It is likely that their emissions were too faint to be
distinguished from the background radiation and noise. In order to obtain good sensitivity
simultaneously from both the Master and the Slave spectrometers, it was necessary to
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Table 7-1. Test matrix and flue gas data for the first experiment.
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Figure 7-1. Typical spectrum measured from the flame by the Master and Slave
spectrometers.
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place an optical filter in front of the Master. Otherwise, an integration time long enough
to get significant Slave readings would saturate the Master spectrometer towards the
infrared region because ofthe comparatively high blackbody intensity. Integration time is
the interval oftime that the spectrometers spend collecting light before reporting intensity
readings to the data acquisition system. The optical filter is the reason for the large
magnitude discrepancy between the Master and Slave spectrometers' traces at
overlapping wavelengths in Figure 7-1.
Individual Wavelength Measurements
Both individual-wavelength and full-spectrum measurements were taken at most
test points. The individual wavelengths were centered around the points of interest: 310,
345, and 590 nm. Because of the width ofthe OH radical band around 310 nm and the
limited number of simultaneous individual wavelength measurements allowed by the data
collection software, the band was divided into two regions: one around 290 nm and the
another around 310 nm. The specific wavelength values were chosen to measure, as
much as possible, all o~the peaks and all of the reference (background) values in
between. The specific wavelengths that were targeted are indicated in Table 7-2.
Individual wavelength readings were recorded at a sampling rate of 120 ms for a duration
of 30 s. Due to the lag time involved in data transfer, full-spectrum measurements were
limited to a sample rate of about 3 s. The duration ofmeasurement was 30 s for the full-
spectrum readings as well.
The electronic-vibrational band system ofthe OH radical is shown schematically
in Figure 4-8. Assessment ofthe peak strength requires that the peak be distinguished
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2roup waveleneth peak/reference
280nm reference
283nm peak
290nm 289nm peak
295nm peak
301 nm reference
305nm reference
307nm peak
310nm 309nm peak
312nm peak
332nm reference
342nm reference
343nm peak
345nm 345nm reference
347nm peak
357nm reference
585nm reference
590nm 589nm peak
595nm reference
Table 7-2. Individual wavelengths used to calculate and analyze peak intensities.
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from the background radiation that accompanies it. This is. the reason for taking reference
values on either side of the peak. To reduce the strength of the inultiple-peak OR band to
a single value, the average of the reference measurements was subtracted from the
average of the peak measurements. Because fluctuations in the flame resulted in
fluctuations in the spectral data, the measured intensities were temporally averaged as
well.
The results for OH band strength around 310 nm are plotted against oxygen/fuel
ratio under different heat rates for the two burners in Figure 7-2. Stoichiometric
conditions corespond to an oxygen/fuel ratio of2. The data around 290 nm was found to
be virtually identical to the 310 nm data in terms ofvariation with furnace conditions.
The data indicate that the OR band strength decreases gradually as the oxygen/fuel ratio
increases. This finding makes sense, because combustion progress is less vigorous when
excessive oxygen is present. The extra oxygen acts as a heat sink adding thermal inertia
to the system. However, it is important to note that the decrease ofthe OH peak strength
was more dramatic for burner #1 than burner #2. This is most likely a result of changes in
flame geometry between the two burners. Clearly, geometrical factors such as flame
shape and position and viewing location affect the relationship between the OR peak
strength and oxygen/fuel ratio. Figure 7-2 also indicates that OH peak strength decreased
as the total heat rate (amount of fuel burned) was increased. This trend is also most likely
due to changes in flame size and shape as fuel rate is varied.
. The small spectral peaks near 345 nm were also investigated in terms their
variation with total heat rate and mixture stoichiometry. According to the experimental
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OH Peak Intensity around 310 nm YS, Oxygen/Fuel Ratio
Burners 1 and 2, First Experiment
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Figure 7-2. OR peak intensity around 310 nm as a function of oxygen/fuel ratio and fuel
. flow rate for burners 1 and 2, first experiment.
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Full Spectrum Measurements
Experimental full spectrum readings' were used to investigate the fluctuating
nature of the flame as well as its blackbody emission. Full spectrum readings were
recorded every 3 s for a duration of30 s, enough time for eleven readings at each test
point. At each wavelength, the temporal average and temporal standard deviation ofthe
eleven measured intensity readings was calculated. Ofparticular interest is the ratio ofthe
standard deviation to the average, the value ofwhich is a normalized measure ofthe
fluctuation amplitude of flame intensity. Because of the normalization, the value of the
ratio should be independent ofall of the wavelength-varying losses described in Chapter
4. Thus, values of the standard deviation to average intensity ratio can be compared
directly between different wavelengths and spectrometers despite their differences in
efficiency.
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 show typical plots of average intensity vs. wavelength for the
Master spectrometer and the Slave spectrometer, respectively. Typical plots of standard
deviation to average intensity ratio are given in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 for the Master
spectrometer and Slave spectrometer, respectively. Both Figures 7-5 and 7-6 show a very
noisy signal at low wavelengths. This is a result of the average intensity, which is the
denominator ofthe ratio, being a very small (and therefore noisy) reading at low
wavelengths as indicated by Planck's Law (Equation 4-2).
The shape of the average intensity plot is useful for determining blackbody
temperature of the flame. As described in Chapter 4, the blackbody component of the
spectrum is made up ofmultiple blackbody emitters at different temperatures. Especially
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Typical Time-Averaged Spectrum,
Master, First Experiment
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Figure 7-3. A typical plot of time-averaged spectral intensity measured by the Master
spectrometer as a function ofwavelength.
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Typical Time-Averaged Spectrum
Slave, First Experiment
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Figure 7-4. A typical plot of time-averaged spectral intensity measured by the Slave
spectrometer as a function ofwavelength.
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Typical Normalized Standard Deviation
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Master, First Experiment
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Figure 7-5. A typical plot ofnormalized standard deviation of spectral intensity
measured by the Master spectrometer as a function ofwavelength.
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Typical Normalized Standard Deviation
(temporal std. dev./temporal average),
Slave, First Experiment
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Figure 7-6. A typical plot ofnormalized standard deviation.of spectral intensity
measured by the Slave spectrometer as a function ofwavelength.
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the gases, but also the furnace walls, are at a non-uniform temperature; there is a
temperature distribution,and the blackbody emission spectrum reflects that. For this
reason, as well as the difficulties cited in Chapter 5, the dual-wavelength blackbody
temperature calculation method employed by Obertacke et al. [25] was not applied.
Rather, a best-fit approach was developed as a basis for the temperature calculation.
Instead ofbasing the result on two particular intensity measurements, the approach made
attempts to match the entire blackbody spectrum, and also account for the fact that the
blackbody spectrum represents the sum ofcontributions from emitters at different
temperatures.
At the heart of this temperature calculation scheme is the assumption that the
blackbody spectrum is made up from two distinct blackbody emitters at different
temperatures. The justification for this is that the hot combustion gases, soot, ash, and
dust emit at one temperature (T1), and that the furnace walls emit at another lower
temperature (T2)'
Eqn.7-1
In this equation, E""bb is the blackbody spectral emissive power (Equation 4-2), and llspec
corrects for the wavelength-varying losses of the spectrometer grating and optical cable
that were calculated according to the discussion in Chapter 4 and plotted in Figure 4-6.
The parameter A is a correction factor that relates to how much blackbody emission is
actually collected by the lens and counted during a spectrometer integration cycle. Most
of the blackbody radiation in the furnace is absorbed by the walls; only a small fraction is
received by the lens. Because only the shape of the blackbody spectrum is needed to
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determine temperature, the value of the parameter A has littl~ physical significance, but is
needed for numerical evaluation of the best-fit blackbody spectrum.
Equation 7~1 is a single equation with three unknowns: Tt, T2, and A. The best-fit
search has three steps. First, values ofT1 and T2 are guessed. Second, the proper value of
A is computed. Third, the computed spectrum is compared to the measured spectrum
over the wavelength range of interest, and the values ofT1 and T2 that produce the closest
fit are recorded. The calculation of the best-fit value ofA is simple. The best value ofA
is that which makes the average of the right hand side ofEquation 7-1 equal to the
average of the left hand side over the wavelength range of interest. Ideally, a separate
correction factor A for both T1 and T2emissions would be preferable, but that would
require a three-dimensional search rather than a two-dimensional one. The numerical
difficulties as well as the computational time involved in a three-dimensional search are
greatly increased compared to a two-dimensional search. Given the geometry ofthe
furnace and the relatively close distance between the flame and the furnace wall from the
point ofview of the lens, using a single value ofA for both temperatures should be a
reasonably good approximation. Information regarding the computer program that was
written to perform the best-fit blackbody calculation is provided in the Appendix.
The wavelength range ofbest-fit calculation must be chosen carefully. As
described in Chapters 4 and 5, the measured spectrum consists of chemiluminescent
radiation superimposed on top of a blackbody background. Therefore, the best-fit
blackbody spectrum should be compared with the measured spectrum only at the
wavelengths where chemiluminescent radiation is negligible. Clearly, the region of the
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strong sodium peak at 590 nm should be excluded, as should wavelengths below around
450 nm. Best-fit spectra calculated using Equation 7-1 matched ·up quite well with the
. experimentally measured data. Errors (taken as the area between the measured and
calculated curves divided by the area of the measured curve) ranged from less than 2% to
approximately 7%. Figure 7-7 shows a typical comparison between a measured spectrum
and its calculated best-fit blackbody spectrum.
There was a small bulge in the measured spectra from approximately 480 to 550
nm that defied close agreement with best-fit calculated spectra. The bulge gradually
tapered off from 550 nm to about 650 nm. The shaI?e of the bulge appears similar to a
small high-temperature blackbody curve, suggesting that it may be due to a very small
concentration ofvery hot emitters, or it may be due to chemiluminescence, perhaps from
some broad vibration-rotation bands. Regardless of the cause, the amount ofweight to
place on fitting this portion ofthe measured spectrum is a consideration in choosing the
wavelength range of interest for the best-fit search.
For best-fit calculations, five different wavelength ranges were used to calculate
temperature results. The choice of the range depended on the experiment and the type of
data being analyzed. The five ranges of interest that were used are given in Table 7-3,
along with the conditions under which each range was employed. The choice of
wavelength range had a moderate effect on the calculated blackbody temperatures, but
the manner in which calculated blackbody temperature varied with furnace conditions
was the same in each case. Best-fit TI temperature results are plotted in Figure 7-8. The
calculated "gas" temperature (TI) decreased as the oxygen/fuel ratio increased. This is
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Experimental and Best·Fit Blackbody Intensity
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Figure7-7. Comparison between atypical measured spectrum and its calculated best-fit
blackbody spectrum, first experiment.
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ran2e experiment data type wavelentrth intervals
500 nm - 570 nm
range #1 First regular point 610 nrn -700 nrn
770 nm - 850 nrn
560 nrn - 575 nrn
610 nm - 665 nrn
range #2 First regular point 680 nrn - 710 nrn
725 nm - 757 nm
773 nm - 850 nm
645 nm - 665 nrn
range #3 First regular point 680 nm - 710 nrn725 nm - 757 nrn
773 nm - 850 nm
range #4 First and Second unlit· furnace 500 nm - 850 nm
570 nrn - 580 nm
regular point, 610 nrn - 625 nm
range #5 Second step, 650 nrn - 669 nrn
ramp 678 nrn - 764 nrn
776 nm - 810 nrn
Table 7-3. Wavelength intervals by the search algorithm to determine the best-fit
blackbody spectra and temperatures.
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Best-Fit Blackbody Flame Temperature vs. Oxygen/Fuel Ratio
First Experiment
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Figure 7-8. Calculated best-fit (no offset) blackbody flame temperature as a function of
oxygen/fuel ratio for the first experiment. Data from both burners is included.
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consistent with the fact that flame temperature decreases as the combustion mixture is
made more and more fuel-lean. Calculated best-fit temperature values are given in Table
7-4 for the different wavelength ranges used.
One small modification to the best-fit method was employed to achieve better fits
to experimental data. All of the measured spectra appeared to have a near-constant
background across all wavelengths that could be attributed to neither the
chemiluminescent radiation nor the blackbody radiation. The source of this background is
not known, but may be due to a small amount of stray light in the spectrometer. In order
to compensate for this background, a constant offset was added to the entire best-fit
spectrum. Improved fits to experimentally measured spectra were realized by calculated
spectra with the offset added, but the trends in the resulting temperature evaluations were
virtually identical to those without the offset, as can be seen by comparing Figure 7-8 .
with Figure 7-9, which is the corresponding figure for the calculation done with the offset
included.
The calCulation of the "wall" temperature (T2) was more difficult to interpret.
Referring back to Chapter 4, higher temperatures strongly dominate blackbody spectra.
The search for T2is analogous to distinguishing a weak voice within a strong choir. In
some cases the calCulated best,.fit T2 was very small, indicating that a very good fit was
found with just Tl alone (the weak voice simply could not be heard over the strong
choir). In other cases, T2 was almost as high as Tl (the weak voice was mistaken for one
of the stronger voices in the choir). Nonetheless, the weak voice, when heard, indicated
that the "wall" temperature T2 seemed to be somewhere around 1210K which agrees
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Table 7-4. Calculated best-fit blackbody temperatures for the first experiment (with and
without offset). T) represents the higher (flame) temperature and Tz represents the lower
(wall) temperature.
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Best-Fit (with offset) Blackbody Flame Temperature vs. Oxygen/Fuel Ratio
First Experiment
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Figure 7-9. Calculated best-fit (with offset) blackbody flame temperature as a function of
oxygen/fuel ratio for the first experiment. Data from both burners is. included.
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fairly well with the wall temperature measured by the thermocouple located flush with
the furnace wall.
During some of the later measurements taken on the first day oftesting,
specifically test numbers 9,10, 11, and 12, the blackbody radiation was of sufficient
intensity to cause intermittent saturation of the spectrometer, which distorted the average
measured spectrum near the top. As a result, the calculated best-fit spectrum was not able
to match the measured spectrum as well as it could for the other test points.
. Consequently, the calculated best-fit temperatures for these test points are rather suspect,
and they were excluded from Figures 7-8 and 7-9.
Measurements were also made for special test point (test #33), in which the flame
in the furnace was extinguished, but the furnace walls were still hot. This was an
opportunity to measure the blackbody emission directly from the furnace walls without
interference from a flame. Because the furnace was in the process of cooling, the best-fit
method was applied to the instantaneous spectrum measurements rather than time-
averaged spectra. The computed best-fit calculated spectra demonstrated excellent
agreement with the measured spectra across the entire measurable range ofwavelengths,
as shown in Figure 7-10. Furthermore, the computed wall temperatures for this test,
plotted in Figure 7-11, ranged from 1220 to 1227 K which is in good agreement with
thermocouple temperature measurements at the wall. Furthermore, the rate oftemperature
decrease indicated by the thermocouple (about -10 K/min) is in excellent agreement with
th~ slope shown in Figure 7-11. These results inspire confidence that the best-fit
calculation is a valid approach to determining blackbody emission. If the calculation
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Best·Flt Blackbody and Measured Emissive Spectra,
Master, Unlit Furnace, First Experiment
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Figure 7-10. Comparison between the measured spectrum and its calculated best-fit
blackbody spectrum for the unlit furnace with hot walls, first experiment.
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Best·Fit Blackbody Wall Temperature vs. Time,
Unlit Furnace, First Experiment
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Figure 7-11. Calculated best-fit blackbody wall temperature as a function oftime for the
unlit furnace, first experiment.
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method were flawed, the calculated and experimental spectra would not have matched up
nearly as well as they did, and the calculated temperature would not-have agreed with that
measured by the thermocouple. This also supports the assumption, postulated in Chapter
4, that spectral absorption losses in the visible region by the flue gas are negligible.
As noted earlier, the magnitude of the blackbody intensity is not necessary for
calculating the blackbody temperature. However, the magnitude of the intensity is an
additional piece of information that is worth investigating. The shape of the blackbody
intensity is related to the temperature while the magnitude of intensity is simply a
measure ofhow much light is collected by the lens from its focal point. The amount of
light collected by the lens depends on flame geometry, concentration ofparticulate
matter, and viewing position as well as temperature. Because of the multitude and
diversity of influences on blackbody intensity, it is difficult to predict how changes in
furnace conditions will be reflected in its measurement. Nonetheless, the blackbody
intensity should be affected by the operating conditions ofthe burner in some manner.
The blackbody intensity was quantified as the wavelength-averagedvalue of the time-
mean intensity from 610 to 866 nm. Figure 7-12 shows a plot ofblackbody intensity vs.
oxygen/fuel ratio for different heat rates and burners. The data are rather scattered, but
the general trend for each burner and heat rate is a decrease in blackbody intensity. The
only exception occurred with the first burner at a fuel rate of 140 scth, however, as not~d
earlier, those data is rather questionable because of saturation problems with the
spectrometer during those tests. Regarding the scattered nature of the data, it is important
to take into consideration the fact that data transfer rates limited the amount of full-
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Figure 7-12. Wavelength-average (from 610-866 nm) oftime-mean intensity measured
by the Master spectrometer as a function of oxygen/fuel ratio, first experiment.
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spectrum data that could be acquired, and temporal averages were based on a limited
number of spectrum readings. Such asmall data population does not form a very strong
statistical base,.and scattered results are to be expected.
In addition to the temporal average ofthe full spectrum data, the temporal
standard deviation is also a useful parameter. As indicated earlier in the chapter, the
temporal standard deviation is a measure ofhow steady the readings are. Normalizing the
standard deviation by dividing it by the average intensity is useful because it allows direct
comparison between different wavelengths and different spectrometers. However, longer
integration times have a smoothing effect on the temporally resolved intensity readings.
Thus, standard deviations should only be compared if the integration time is kept
constant, as was done during this experiment.
For both the Master and the Slave spectrometers, the noise in the small average
intensities at low wavelengths was amplified, which resulted in large uncertainty in
normalized standard deviation at those wavelengths. Therefore, the low wavelength noisy
portion ofthe curves in Figures 7-5 and 7-6 should be ignored. Aside from this low
wavelength noise, the normalized standard deviation is nearly uniform for the Slave
spectrometer. The value ofnormalized standard deviation was averaged across the useful
wavelength region (290 to 412 nm) and the results are plotted against oxygen/fuel ratio
for different heat rates and burners in Figure 7-13. Again, because ofthe relatively small
population of time-resolved samples, the data are somewhat scattered, but each set of
data shows the same trend: the normalized standard deviation of the intensity increases
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of intensity measured by the Slave spectrometer as a function of oxygen/fuel ratio, first
experiment.
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~.
with oxygen/fuel ratio. This is the expected result, because the flame should become
more unstable as the mixture becomes more and more fuel-lean.
Examination ofthe normalized standard deviation for the Master spectrometer is a
bit more interesting (Figure 7-6). There is an initial noisy portion up to about 500 nm, but
after that, the curve does notsettle to a near constant value as it did for the Slave data.
Rather, the noisy part ofthe curve increases to a maximum near 500 nm, after which it
gradually decreases and starts to level offnear 700 nm. Aside from the location ofthe
highly unpredictable sodium peak, the elevated values ofnormalized standard deviation
occur from 500 nm to about 700 nm. This is the range ofwavelengths that corresponds to
the bulge in the average intensity curve that blackbody profiles were not able to match
well. The decreasing magnitude from 500 nm to 700 nm is also reminiscent of the bulge.
The large values ofnormalized standard deviation at the bulge indicate that it is caused
by a highly unstable phenomenon in the flame, much more unstable than the sources of
the other features in the flame spectra.
While temporal standard deviation is indicative ofthe magnitude of intensity
fluctuations, it says nothing about the frequency of fluctuation. The frequency makeup of
the intensity fluctuations relates to the turbulent characteristics and flow speed of the
flame. Ifa single frequency predominates the intensity fluctuation observed in the flame,
it could suggest that the location being investigated is a region of linear instability. Two
or more discrete predominant frequencies suggest a region ofnonlinear instability, while
a full continuum of frequencies can be attributed to fully developed turbulence. A
detailed treatment of the flow regimes leading up to full turbulence, and the frequency-
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domain characteristics ofthose regimes, can be found in books by Betchov and Criminale
[5] and Bradshaw [7].
Determination of the frequency makeup ofan experimentally measured signal is
typically done by using a discrete Fourier transform. However, accurate calculation of
Fourier coefficients requires that the digital sampling rate be high enough to account for
all of the frequencies present in the signal. The maximum frequency (fo) thatcan be
detected from a sample time spacing f!. is known as the Nyquist frequency, and is given
by
1
10 = 211 Eqn.7-2
If the continuous time signal contains frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency, the
calculated Fourier coefficients will suffer from a phenomenon known as aliasing.
Aliasing refers to the contamination of low-frequency Fourier coefficient calculations by
high frequencies that are beyond the range of detection. The distortion caused by aliasing
results in significant differences between the true and calculated frequency-domain
spectra. A thorough treatment of the aliasing phenomenon and discrete Fourier
transforms is given by Newland [24].
The burner that injects combustible mixture into the furnace acts as a jet. Among
the lower turbulent frequencies induced by the jet are those of the column vortices. A
rough approximation of the frequencies of such vortices is given by
OJ ~ : ~ 0.5
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Eqn.7-3
For the experimental conditions of the small-scale furnace, the column vortices should
have- frequencies of the order ofroughly 400Hz. Clearly, this is much higher than the
maximum attainable Nyquist frequency ofabout 7 Hz associated with the minimum
sample time ofA = 70 ms that the data acquisition system was capable of. Unfortunately,
this means that adequate frequency analysis simply is not possible with the limitations
imposed by the experimental data acquisition equipment.
Time Response Measurements
During the first experiment, several other tests were performed to investigate the
spectral response, as a function oftime, to changing furnace conditions. These were
denominated "step" and "ramp" tests (#14, #15, and #32). In these tests, the fuel and
oxygen flow rates were varied in time to follow a step or ramp shape. Unfortunately, the
response speed of the flow control valves was rather slow, and it was not possible to vary
furnace conditions in the desired manner. Improvements were made to the valve control
system and a second round of experiments were performed. The results ofthis second
round of testing are reported later in this chapter.
Overall, most ofthe trends demonstrated in the data seem reasonable. As the
oxygen/fuel ratio was increased, making the mixture more and more lean, the general
trends in the data show the expected results: OH band strength decreased, blackbody
temperature decreased, emission intensity decreased, and flame instability (quantified by
the normalized standard deviation) increased. However, the data is rather scattered, and
the trends are not as strong as they were expected to be. The data did not seem to indicate
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any dramatic changes going from fuel rich (oxygen/fuel less than 2.0) to fuel lean
- (oxygen/fuel greater than 2.0) conditions.
However, there were some inadequacies in the experimental setup which may
have introduced uncertainty in the data and could be responsible for the scatter and the
relatively weak trends. One significant uncertainty was introduced by the flow control
valves that supplied oxygen and fuel to the furnace. The flow through these valves was
only known to within ±1O percent. Consequently, the measured oxygen/fuel ratio may
differ from the actual oxygen/fuel ratio within the range of+22 to -18 percent. That
uncertainty alone is almost enough to cover the entire range of experimental oxygen/fuel
ratios from 1.8 to 2.4. Furthermore, the flowrates as measured by the LabView control
system are based on Equations 6-1 and 6-2. The data recorded by the LabView software
indicated that the temperature measurement ofthe O2 supply was an impossibly low
value that fluctuated randomly. As a result, the computed oxygen flow rate was greatly
underestimated. Substituting a more realistic value of40°C, which was the measured fuel
gas temperature, into Equation· 6-1 indicates that the actual oxygen flow rate was
approximately 48 percent greater than that recorded by LabView.
Furthermore, the purge air that was injected in front of the optical probe into the
furnace was significant enough to substantially increase the actual oxygen/fuel ratio. The
effect of the purge air was indicated by the burned gas composition readings made by the
flue gas analyzer. Because the flame under investigation was an oxyfuel flame, there
should only be trace amounts ofNOx in the flue gas, because there is almost no nitrogen
in the combustion mixture. However, the flue gas analyzer indicated significant NOx
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concentrations in the range of 2000ppm. The only sources ofN2 that could have been
converted to the measured amounts ofNOx were the injected purge air and any air that
might have seeped in through the cracks and gaps in the furnace walls.
The considerable amount ofexcess air injected irito the furnace is further
illustrated by the special test #16, which was intended to investigate the CO formation
under fuel-rich conditions. In terms ofthe LabView measurements, the flow rate of fuel
was increased to 170scfu while the oxygen rate was decreased down to 110scfu, implying
an extremely rich oxygen/fuel ratio of 0.65 compared to the stoichiometric value of 2.0.
Even compensating for the erroneous temperature reading the oxygen/fuel ratio would
still be a highly fuel rich 0.96. Yet, even under those conditions, no CO was measured by
the gas analyzer. In fact, the flue gas analyzer indicated 6.9 percent (dry volume) of
excess oxygen in the burned gas. Based on the stoichiometry ofmethane combustion
(Equation 3-1) and, assuming the composition ofair to be 78 percent N2, 21 percent 02,
and 1percent Ar, it is suggested that the amount of extra oxygen injected into the furnace
as purge air was approximately 262scfu.
The composite affect of all these factors signify that the actual oxygen/fuel ratio
was much larger than that recorded by the LabView software. Instead ofthe perceived
fuel-rich ratio of 1.8 recorded for test #23, for example, it is probable that the actual ratio
was around 4.2, which is very highly fuel-lean. Bearing in mind both the substantial
uncertainty and the vast underestimation ofthe actual oxygen/fuel ratio, the scatter and
the relatively weak trends demonstrated by the experimental data are explained. The
behavior of factors such as temperature, OR emission, and flame intensity is less
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responsive to changes within a range of4.0 to 4.4 oxygen/fuel ratio than it is in the range
of2.0 t02.2 oxygen/fuel ratio.
The large, unsteady oxygen supply to the flame offers an explanation ofwhy the
peaks around 345 nm showed no particular correlationwith furnace conditions. As
discussed earlier, the spectral activity around 345 nm is due to both a weak OH band
system and a vibration band from 02 molecules. Although Gaydon [13] attributes most of
the spectral activity to the OH peaks, experimental data from a variety of flames seem to
indicate OH activity near 345 nm only when excess oxygen is present. Clearly oxygen
plays a prominent role in spectral activity in this region. Also, the excessive
concentration of oxygen in the flame under investigation strengthens the vibration bands
produced near 345 nm. This explains why the band system around 345 nm was not
observed in the other experiments discussed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the fact that the
peak strengths around 345 nm showed no particular correlation with furnace conditions
can be attributed to the multiple sources of fluctuation in the oxygen flow to the furnace.
These fluctuations are due to uncertainty in the flow control valves, random oscillation in
the incorrect oxygen thermocouple measurement, and the unregulated flow ofpurge air.
The underestimation of oxygen/fuel ratio does not change the fact that the data
showed the expected trends. Even with the higher than expected oxygen/fuel ratio, the
OH emission should still decrease, the blackbody temperature should still decrease, and
the normalized standard deviation should still increase as the mixture is made more and
more lean,just as the experimental data indicates.
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Second Set of Experiments
Improvements were made to the experimental setup and a second round of
experiments was performed. The improvements included repairing the oxygen
temperature thermocouple, enhancing the response of the flow control valves, eliminating
the sources ofair infiltration, and using a restricti<?n to reduce the amount ofpurge air
blown into the furnace. The test matrix for the second experiment is shown in Table 7-5.
The test procedure and testing conditions were the same as the first experiment.
Similarly to the first experiment, the spectral features under investigation showed
measurable trends as equivalence ratio and heat rate were varied. The predominant
features of the flame spectra were the same as those indicated for the first experiment,
and the typical spectrum shown in Figure 7-1 is representative of the second experiment
as well. The time-average and normalized temporal standard deviation data from the
second experiment were also similar to that found in the first experiment (Figures 7-3, 7-
4, 7-5, and 7-6).
Individual Wavelength Measurements
The variation of OH peak strength at 310 nm under different furnace conditions
for the second experiment is indicated in Figure 7-14. The trends in the data show a
gradual increase in OH peak strength as oxygen/fuel ratio is increased. Also, there is a
strong decrease in OH peak strength if fuel rate is increased while holding oxygen/fuel
ratio constant. The decreasing OH intensity with increasing fuel rate is the same trend
that was observed in the first set of experiments; however, its increase with higher
oxygen/fuel ratios is the opposite of the trend found in the first set of experiments. This is
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Table 7-5. Test matrix and flue gas data for the second experiment.
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OH Peak Intensity around 310 nm vs. Oxygen/Fuel Ratio
Second Experiment
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Figure 7-14. OH peak intensity around 310 nrn as a function of oxygen/fuel ratio and
fuel flow rate, second experiment.
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attributed to slight changes in viewing location. The blackbody temperature calculations
provide evidence that during the second experiment, the lens was actually viewing near
the edge of the flame rather than at its center. The nature ofthis evidence will be
discussed later.
During the first set of experiments, the strength ofthe 345 nm band showed no
particular correlation with changes in fuel rate or burner stoichiometry. However, the
second set of experiments showed a definite correlation between the·strength of the bands
around 345 nm and changingfumace conditions (Figure 7-15). The contrast in clarity of
this correlation between the first and second experiments can be attributed to the
experimental improvements in oxygen flow control. As indicated earlier, both OH and O2
playa role in the strength ofthis band. Enhances in oxygen control greatly improved the
quality of the 354 nm band strength data for the second set of experiments. For each fuel
rate, the band strength increased as oxygen/fuel ratio was increased. This is consistent
with the findings for OH strength around 310 nm and the fact that more oxygen is present
at higher oxygen/fuel ratios if fuel rate is held constant. The strong change in the 345 nm
band strength with oxygen/fuel ratio compared to the relatively weak change observed for
OH alone in Figure 7-14 further suggests that oxygen plays a vital role in the strength of
the 345 nm peak. Furthermore, the variation ofthe 345 nm band strength with fuel rate
gives evidence that the oxygen concentration actually dominates over OH concentration
in determining the strength of the 345 nm system. From Figure 7-14, it is clear that OH
strength decreases with increasing fuel rate, but Figure 7-15 indicates that the 345 nm
band strength increases with higher fuel rates, especially at higher oxygen/fuel ratios,
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flow rate, second experiment.
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implying that the effect of decreased OR strength is outweighed by the effect of increased
oxygen concentration.
Full Spectrum Measurements
The same best-fit blackbody temperature calculation method was used for the
second set of experiments. Interestingly, the spectra from the second experiment showed
significantly more activity from lithium (Li) and potassium (K) in the flame, and the
wavelength range for the best-fit was adjusted accordingly (see range #5, Table 7-3). A
typical best-fit blackbodycurve for the second experiment is shown in Figure 7-16. The
temperature results of the best-fit calculations are given in Table 7-6 and plotted in Figure
7-17. The plot shows a clear decrease in "flame" temperature (T1) as oxygen/fuel ratio is
increased 'which is the expected result and is consistent with the findings ofthe first set of
experiments.
The calculation of the "wall" temperature (T2) gave interesting results compared
to what was found in the first experiment. For one thing, the best-fit algorithm did not
have trouble settling on a value for T2 as it did in the first experiment. The calculated
"wall" temperature for each test point was consistently around 1330K. This is somewhat
lower than the wall temperature measured by the thermocouple, but it is still reasonably
close. The consistent stability ofthe T2 evaluation implies that the lens saw the wall quite
. clearly through the flame. Furthermore, the calculated "flame" temperatures were only
about 140K higher than the measured wall temperatures. This temperature difference was
about 220K for the first experiment. Thus, there is good reason to suspect that the lens
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Experimental and Best·Fit Blackbody Intensity
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Figure 7-16. Comparison between a typical measured spectrum and its calculated best-fit
blackbody spectrum, second experiment.
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Table 7-6. Calculated best-fit blackbody temperatures for the second experiment (with
offset). T1 represents the higher (flame) temperature and T2 represents the lower (wall)
temperature.
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Best·Flt Blackbody Flame Temperature vs. Oxygen/Fuel Ratio
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Figure 7-17. Calculated best-fit (with offset) blackbody flame temperature as a function
of oxygen/fuel ratio for the second experiment.
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was looking at a cooler portion ofthe flame: near its edge at a point where the wall was
partially and/or intermittently visible.
The wavelength-averaged values oftime-mean intensity and normalized standard
deviation were calculated for the second set of experiments inthe same manner as for the
first set. The results are plotted in Figures 7-18 and 7-19. As in the first experiment, the
data are rather scattered, but the average intensity exhibited a weak decreasing trend as
oxygen/fuel ratio was increased, and the normalized standard deviation also showed a
weak decreasing trend as oxygen/fuel ratio was increased. The fact that normalized
standard deviation decreased as the combustion mixture was made more fuel-lean is
surprising because the opposite trend was found in the first set of experiments. From
these results it is important to again point out the fact that the viewing location plays an
important role in the spectroscopic results. Ifthe lens was indeed looking at the edge of
the flame as is suggested by the blackbody temperature calculation, then changes in
equivalence ratio could change the flame geometry in such a way that the lens would
focus on a location oflower intensity fluctuation away from the edge ofthe flame.
Time Response Measurements
The improvements to the response behavior of the flow control valves made it
possible to get meaningful results from the "step" and "ramp" tests. The spectral features
of the flame that were analyzed for these tests were the band strength ofOR around 310
nm and the strength of the bands around 345 nm. The spectral response to the step input
is shown in Figure 7-20 and the response to the ramp is shown in Figure 7-21. The results
were very good. The OR peak strength around 310 nm, and especially the band strength
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Figure 7-18. Wavelength-average (from 610-866 nm) oftime-mean intensity measured
by the Master spectrometer as a function of oxygen/fuel ratio, second experiment.
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Wavelength.Averaged Value of Normalized Standard Deviation
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OH Peak Strength at 310 nm and Oxygen/Fuel Ratio vs. time for Step Test
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Figure 7-20. Time-response ofpeak strengths around 310 and 345 nm to step input of
oxygen/fuel ratio, second experiment.
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OH Peak Strength at 310 nm and Oxygen/Fuel Ratio ys. time for Ramp
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Figure 7-21. Time-response ofpeak strengths around 310 and 345 nm to ramp input of
oxygen/fuel ratio, second experiment.
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around 345 nm, closely followed both the "step" and the "ramp" movement of the flow
control system. The trends in the time-response curves agree with the trends
demonstrated in Figures 7-14 and 7-15. The data show some scattering, but the rapidly
changing furnace conditions precluded temporal averaging of the peak strengths, and a
certain amount of scatter is to be expected. Despite the reasonable scatter in the data,
there is no apparent delay between changing furnace conditions and the response of the
flame spectral features. This is a very encouraging result that instills confidence in the
ability of spectrometer to instantly detect changes in combustion mixture stoichiometry.
Fast response time is a prerequisite for effective system control.
The results of the second setof experiments clearly show evidence of the
improvements that were made to the experimental apparatus. However, as in the first set
of experiments, there are no dramatic changes between fuel-rich (oxygen/fuel < 2.0) and
fuel-lean (oxygen/fuel> 2.0) conditions. Again returning to the data collected by the flue
gas analyzer, it is apparent that once again, conditions were much leaner than expected.
As before, no CO was detected in the flue gas, even when rich conditions were expected.
In all cases, the gas analyzer detected copious amounts of excess oxygen in the burned
gas. The gas analyzer also detected large amounts ofNOx in the burned gas, indicating
that still, a significant amount of air was present in the hot flame. The oxygen and NOx
readings for the second set ofexperiments show substantial improvement over those of
the first experiment, but the combustion mixture was still excessively lean. Although
most of the problems with the control of oxygen supply to the flame were remedied for
the second set of experiments, one of them still remained: the purge air injected in front
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of the optical probe into the furnace. Taking into consideration the fact that the furnace
was actually operating at highly fuel.,lean conditions, the experimental data show
reasonable trends..
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CHAPTERS
Conclusions and Recommendations
A dual spectrometer setup working in the ultraviolet and visible regions ofthe
electromagnetic spectrum was used to detect features in combustion flames typical of
industrial glass production. The intent is to use these processed features to monitor flame
conditions in real time, and additionally, incorporate these results into a combustion
control scheme. Experiments were performed on a 165,000 Btu/hr research glass furnace
equipped with a data acquisition system and a simple combustion control scheme. Data
were recorded under a range of oxyfuel heat inputs and oxygen/fuel ratios, and for two
burner geometries typical ofthe glass industry. The work reported in this thesis is part of
a larger project that also includes the use of a CCD camera for image processing and
feature extraction ofthe flame properties using artificial intelligence techniques. These
approaches should be complementary.
Despite the experimental difficulties encountered regarding furnace parameter
control and data acquisition, the results of this experiment demonstrate that there is merit
in the concept of spectrometer-based assessment of flame characteristics such as
oxygen/fuel ratio, for combustion control. The experimental data show reasonable and
measurable correlations between furnace conditions and emissive spectral features of the
flame. These spectral features form a promising basis for individual burner control and
optimization among multiple burner furnaces.
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While the results of this experiment are encouraging, further experimentation is
needed to verify the applicability and repeatability ofthe findings as they pertain to a
robust and flexible combustion control system. In- order to ensure accurate and reliable
assessment offlame quality, a control system must successfully distinguish between
normal (optimized) flame readings and abnormal (non-optimal) conditions. The flame
characteristics will change with both heat rate and combustion stoichiometry.
Fortunately, spectral analysis of flames yields a multitude of independent features that
offer some redundancy in the interpretation of data. This redundancy is helpful in
distinguishing changesin flame quality from normal changes in flame geometry. For
example, a drop in flame temperature may be caused by a change in combustion mixture
stoichiometry, or it may simply be due to a reduction in heat demand on the furnace.
Without additional independent and measurable flame features, it is difficult to determine
which of the two possibilities is the correct interpretation.
The spectral features investigated in this study thatshowed promise for control
applications were the electronic-vibrational band of the OH flame radical near 310 nm,
the combined spectral activity of OH and 02 around 345 nm, and the temperature-
dependent blackbody spectrum emitted by the flame. The wavelength- and temporally-
averaged emission intensity and the normalized temporal standard deviation of the flame
intensity (an indicator of flame stability) also have the potential for flame quality
assessment and control, but to a lesser degree. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but
the variation these particular features with changing furnace conditions demonstrated
reasonable and measurable trends. Another spectral feature of interest is the frequency
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distribution exhibited by the fluctuating radiant energy emitted by the flame.
Unfortunately, the. limitations on the sampling rate ofthedata acquisition equipment did
not allow for adequate frequency-domain analysis of the flame spectra.
While there is no reason why a single, fixed-viewpoint optical sensor could not
supply adequate spectral information for control purposes, there are some practical
drawbacks to this type ofmeasurement. For one thing, the experimental correlations
between operating conditions and spectral features are valid only for the specific burner,
fuel type, and viewing location from which data were obtained. This will make a system
of this type highly site- and application-specific. In essence, the attempt is made to assess
the quality of the entire flame based on local measurements ofa small volume fixed in
space. Such an assessment method is intrinsically susceptible to reliability problems. For
example, if the burner or lens were moved even slightly during a routine maintenance
procedure, the viewing location would change and the spectral information on which
control is based would come from a different part ofthe flame, which could lead to
erroneous data interpretation. Even small differences in flame geometry or viewing
location may significantly alter the spectrum measured from a fixed point.
Beer et al. [2] have demonstrated this sensitivity to geometric factors in their
study of OH emission and blackbody intensity in flames. The OH emission and
blackbody intensity depends on both the equivalence ratio and the viewing location. The
results from one point ofview do not agree with results from other points ofview. The
results ofthe experiments performed for this thesis have confirmed the findings ofBeer
et al. regarding the OH emission and blackbody intensity and their sensitivity to viewing
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location. This work also demonstrated the sensitivity to viewing location of the spectral
activity around 345 run and the normalized temporal standard deviation of flame
intensity. The trends exhibited by the best-fit blackbody temperature also varied with
flame geometry and spectrometer viewpoint, but to a lesser extent.
In order to have a robust control system, the determination of flame qualitY should
be able to tolerate small changes in viewing location and/or flame geometry. To
accomplish this, some degree ofspatial resolution is needed. Spatial resolution also
provides additional information, improving the accuracy offlame quality assessment. It is
much easier to determine flame quality based on information from the entire volume
occupied by the flame than a small portion of that volume.
Methods for obtaining spatially-resolved flame spectra were proposed by
Obertake et al. [25] and Allen et al. [1]. An alternate method is illustrated in Figure 8-1.
Rather than viewing the flame from the end, it is viewed from the side. The use ofan
adjustable reflective mirror allows flame spectra to be measured at different locations
instead of at a single fixed point. Spectral features could be recorded as a function of
axial distance from the burner wall. In this manner, the distribution oftemperature, OH
emission, normalized standard deviation, and any other relevant spectral features could
be determined along the burner axis, which is a much more comprehensive indicator of
flame quality than measurements at any single point.
Figure 8-2 depicts a different approach to compensating for spatial variation of
the flame under different furnace conditions. In this approach, the viewpoint along the
burner axis is retained, but the focal point of the lens is adjustable. In this case, flame
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Figure 8-1. Experimental configuration that uses an adjustable mirror to vary the point of
spectral measurement along the burner axis.
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Figure 8-2. Experimental configuration that uses an adjustable lens to vary the focal
point of spectral measurement along the burner axis.
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spectral features could be recorded as a function of focal distance. Alternately, the focal
p·oint of the lens could be automatically adjusted to maintain focus where the measured
intensity is greatest. Regardless of the size offlame, the.spectrometer would always take
measurements from the same region ofthe flame: the region that radiates with the highest
intensity. The focal point ofthe highest intensity, being an indicator of the flame size and
shape, would be another measurable quantity that could be used for flame quality
assessment and optimization.
Frequency analysis of the fluctuating flame intensity was not possible due to
limitations of the spectrometer and data acquisition systems. The shortcoming of the
equipment in this regard is simply the inadequacies of the achievable sampling rates.
However, frequency analysis does not require wavelength-resolved intensity
measurements. All that is needed is a fast optical sensor such as a high-speed photodiode.
The frequency makeup of the photodiode output signal, and hence the frequency makeup
ofthe fluctuating flame intensity, could then be determined by an oscilloscope or signal
analyzer. Alternately, an analog-to-digital converter and discrete Fourier transform could
be used for frequency analysis of the photodiode output.
Although the current experiment does not bring the prospect ofrobust and flexible
spectrometer-based individual burner control within immediate grasp, the feasibility of
such a control scheme has been demonstrated. Measurable trends in flame spectral
features such as OH emission, blackbody temperature, and normalized temporal standard
deviation of intensity verify the ability ofa spectrometer to assess flame quality under
different furnace conditions. Furthermore, spectral flame analysis demonstrated quick
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respose to time-varying burner parameters. Quick response is necessary for efficient
combustion control. However; further studies are needed to determine how sensitive
those measured trends are to slight changes in viewing position, flame geometry, and any
other condition that may change over long periods oftime in the normal operation ofa
furnace. A certain degree of spatial resolution in spectral measurements may be required
to compensate for any gradual changes in flame characteristics that would be perceived
from a fixed spectrometer viewpoint.
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APPENDIX
The computer program used for best-fit blackbody spectral calculations is based on
Equation 7-1. Determination of t']spec requires a reference spectrum ofknown temperature.
In order to find the best-fit blackbody temperatures T, and Tz, the program performs a
two-dimensional search over all combinations ofT, and Tz within a specified range
(usually 300-2500 K). The input to the program includes: a reference spectrum data file
(blackbody emission ofknown temperature), and a numbered sequence ofdata files
containing measured spectral information (the experimental data for which the best-fit is
sought). The output ofthe program is another sequence ofdata files indicating the best-fit
spectrum and temperature results for each corresponding input data file. The program
also outputs a summary file indicating the temperature results for all of the input data
files. A diskette containing a copy of the program source code, the compiled executable
program, a reference spectrum file, several sample data files with corresponding best-fit
solution files, and instructions on how to use and modify the program, is available at the
Energy Research Center, Mountaintop Campus, Lehigh University.
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